AGENDA
STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD
Friday, August 17, 2018
Libbie Mill Library
2100 Libbie Lake East Street, Henrico, Virginia
I.
II.
III.

Roll Call (TAB 1)
Approval of June 15, 2018 Minutes (TAB 2)
Approval of Final Order (TAB 3)
In Re: Appeal of Unity Building, LLC (Pooya Jamalreza)
Appeal No 17-12

IV.

Approval of Final Order (TAB 4)
In Re: Appeal of J. Matthew Hogendobler, DMD
Appeal No 17-13

V.
VI.

Public Comment
Appeal Hearing (TAB 5)
In Re: Appeal of KEBCO Enterprises, Inc. (Kenneth Bullock)
Appeal No. 18-03

VII.

Appeal Hearing (TAB 6)
In Re: Appeal of Joshua and Makiba Gaines
Appeal No. 18-05

VIII.

Interpretation Request (TAB 7)
William C. Yeager (Montgomery County)

IX.

Secretary’s Report
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STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD

James R. Dawson, Chairman
(Virginia Fire Chiefs Association)
W. Shaun Pharr, Esq., Vice-Chairman
(The Apartment and Office Building Association of Metropolitan
Washington)
Vince Butler
(Virginia Home Builders Association)
J. Daniel Crigler
(Virginia Association of Plumbing-Heating-Cooling Contractors
and the Virginia Chapters of the Air Conditioning Contractors of
America)
Alan D. Givens
(Virginia Association of Plumbing-Heating-Cooling Contractors
and the Virginia Chapters of the Air Conditioning Contractors of
America
Joseph A. Kessler, III
(Associated General Contractors)
Eric Mays, PE
(Virginia Building and Code Officials Association)
E.G. “Rudy” Middleton
(Electrical Contractor)
Joanne D. Monday
(Virginia Building Owners and Managers Association)
Patricia S. O’Bannon
(Commonwealth at large)
J. Kenneth Payne, Jr. AIA, LEED AP BD+C
(Representing the American Institute of Architects Virginia)
Richard C. Witt
(Virginia Building and Code Officials Association)
Aaron Zdinak, PE
(Virginia Society of Professional Engineers)
Vacant
(Commonwealth at large)
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STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD
DRAFT MEETING MINUTES
June 15, 2018
Glen Allen, Virginia
Members Present

Members Absent

Mr. James R. Dawson, Chairman
Mr. W. Shaun Pharr, Esq., Vice-Chairman
Mr. Vince Butler
Mr. Daniel Crigler
Mr. Alan D. Givens
Ms. Patricia S. O’Bannon
Mr. J. Kenneth Payne, Jr.
Mr. Richard C. Witt
Mr. Aaron Zdinak, PE

Mr. Joseph Kessler
Mr. Eric Mays, PE
Mr. E. G. Middleton, III
Ms. Joanne Monday

Call to Order

The meeting of the State Building Code Technical Review Board
(“Review Board”) was called to order at approximately 10:00 a.m. by
Assistant Secretary W. Travis Luter, Sr..

Roll Call

The roll was called by Mr. Luter and a quorum was present. Mr. Justin
I. Bell, the board’s legal counsel from the Attorney General’s Office,
was also present.

Elections of Officers

Mr. Luter advised the board members that the terms of the officers of
the Board had expired and election of officers was needed prior to
moving forward with the meeting. Mr. Luter then called for
nominations for Chairman. Mr. Crigler nominated Mr. Dawson. The
nomination was seconded by Ms. O’Bannon. Mr. Luter called for
nominations for Chairman twice more. After hearing no further
nominations Mr. Luter closed the nominations for Chairman. A vote
was taken and Mr. Dawson was unanimously elected as Chairman.
Chairman Dawson called for nominations for Vice-Chairman. Mr.
Dawson nominated Mr. Pharr for Vice-Chairman. The nomination
was seconded by Mr. Crigler. Chairman Dawson called for additional
nominations for Vice-Chairman; hearing none he closed the
nominations. A vote was taken and Mr. Pharr was unanimously
elected as Vice-Chairman.
Chairman Dawson called for nominations for Secretary. Mr. Witt
nominated Mr. Luter for Secretary. The nomination was seconded by
Mr. Crigler. Chairman Dawson called for additional nominations for
Secretary; hearing none he closed the nominations. A vote was taken
and Mr. Luter was unanimously elected as Secretary.
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Approval of Minutes

The draft minutes of the April 20, 2018 meeting in the Review Board
members’ agenda package were considered. Ms. O’Bannon moved to
approve the minutes with an editorial change to the spelling of the
word “versus” in the next to last paragraph on page seven of the agenda
package. The motion was seconded by Mr. Witt and passed
unanimously.

Final Orders

Appeal of Quantico City LLC (Joel Rhoades)
Appeal No. 17-8:
Mr. Givens informed the board members he would be recusing himself
from the consideration of the final order as he had prior dealings with
Mr. Zelnick, counsel for Quantico City LLC.
After consideration of the two final orders presented in the agenda
package, Mr. Witt moved to approve the first final order, on pages 1117, as written. Mr. Crigler seconded the motion and it passed
unanimously.
Appeal of William Wiehe, Jr. (Vice Versa Corporation)
Appeal No. 17-9:
After consideration of the final order presented in the agenda package,
Mr. Witt moved to approve the final order as written. Mr. Butler
seconded the motion and it passed unanimously.

Public Comment

Chairman Dawson opened the meeting for public comment. Mr. Luter
advised that no one had signed up to speak. With no one coming
forward, Mr. Dawson closed the public comment period.

New Business

Appeal of Unity Building LLC (Pooya Jamalreza); Appeal No. 17-12:
A request for a continuance by Unity Building LLC was presented to
the Chairman and considered by the Board. The board members
unanimously agreed to deny the request and proceed with the hearing.
A hearing convened with Chairman Dawson serving as the presiding
officer. The appeal involved citations under the Virginia Construction
Code related to the alterations to the home owned by Nahid Momenian
located at 902 McMillen Court in Fairfax County.
The following persons were sworn in and given an opportunity to
present testimony:
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Nahid Momenian
Scott Hagerty
Melissa Smarr
Also present was:
Paul Emerick, Esq., legal counsel for Fairfax County
The following exhibit was submitted by Paul Emerick, legal counsel
for Fairfax County, without objection, to supplement the Review
Board member’s agenda package.
Appellee Exhibit A – Photo of the wall and header between the
dining room and living room prior to alteration.
After testimony concluded, Chairman Dawson closed the hearing and
stated a decision from the Review Board members would be
forthcoming and the deliberations would be conducted in open session.
It was further noted that a final order reflecting the decision would be
considered at a subsequent meeting and, when approved, would be
distributed to the parties and would contain a statement of further right
of appeal.
Decision: Appeal of Unity Building LLC (Pooya Jamalreza); Appeal
No. 17-12:
After deliberations, Mr. Witt moved to uphold the Notice of Violation
by the Building Official and the local board decision. He further
moved to require permits for the alterations to the home stating that it
was unreasonable to believe the homeowner hired a different
contractor to perform the same amount of work listed in the Unity
Building LLC contract. The motion was seconded by Mr. Pharr and
passed unanimously.

Appeal (Timeliness) of Dr. J. Matthew Hogendobler; Appeal No. 1713:
A hearing convened with Chairman Dawson serving as the presiding
officer. The issue to be resolved was whether Dr. Hogendobler filed a
timely appeal of enforcement action under Part III of the Virginia
Uniform Statewide Building Code (the Virginia Maintenance Code)
by the City of Virginia Beach concerning the structure located at 2209
N. Lakeside Drive in the City of Virginia Beach..
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The following persons were sworn in and given an opportunity to
present testimony:
Dr. J. Matthew Hogendobler
Wells Freed
Justin Doyle
Cheri Hainer
Also present was:
Tobias Eisenlohr, Esq., legal counsel for the City of Virginia
Beach

Testimony was then presented concerning whether Dr. Hogendobler
had filed a timely appeal to the City of Virginia Beach Local Board of
Appeals from both parties.
After testimony concluded, Chairman Dawson closed the hearing and
stated a decision from the Review Board members would be
forthcoming and the deliberations would be conducted in open session.
It was further noted that a final order reflecting the decision would be
considered at a subsequent meeting and, when approved, would be
distributed to the parties and would contain a statement of further right
of appeal.
Decision: Appeal (Timeliness) of Dr. J. Matthew Hogendobler;
Appeal No. 17-13:
After deliberation of the issue of the timeliness of Dr. Hogendoblers’
appeal, Mr. Pharr moved to overturn the decision of the City of
Virginia Beach Local Board of Appeals and hold that Dr.
Hogendoblers’ appeal was timely since the receipt of the Notice of
Violation was in dispute. The motion was seconded by Mr. Payne and
passed with Messrs. Crigler and Witt as well as Ms. O’Bannon voting
in opposition.
Appeal (Merits) of Dr. J. Matthew Hogendobler; Appeal No. 17-13:
A hearing convened with Chairman Dawson serving as the presiding
officer. The appeal involved citations under Part III of the Virginia
Uniform Statewide Building Code (the Virginia Maintenance Code)
by the City of Virginia Beach Building Official at a home located at
2209 N. Lakeside Drive in the City of Virginia Beach.
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After testimony concluded, Chairman Dawson closed the hearing and
stated a decision from the Review Board members would be
forthcoming and the deliberations would be conducted in open session.
It was further noted that a final order reflecting the decision would be
considered at a subsequent meeting and, when approved, would be
distributed to the parties and would contain a statement of further right
of appeal.
Decision: Appeal (Merits) of Dr. J. Matthew Hogendobler; Appeal No.
17-13:
After deliberation Mr. Butler moved to uphold the Notice of Violation
by the Building Official and the decision of the local board. The
motion was seconded by Mr. Witt and passed unanimously.
Secretary’s Report

Mr. Luter informed the board members that Mr. Keith Brower had
resigned from the Review Board.
Mr. Luter informed the Board that the next meeting would be August
17, 2018.
A brief discussion was held pertaining to meeting dates for the
remainder of 2018. Mr. Luter agreed to send an email to the board
members for feedback allowing board members an opportunity to view
their calendars and respond accordingly.
Mr. Justin Bell, legal counsel from the Attorney General’s office, gave
the Review Board members an overview of the status of appeals
further appealed to court.

Adjournment

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned by proper
motion at approximately 3:15 p.m.

Approved: August 17, 2018

____________________________________________________
Chairman, State Building Code Technical Review Board

_____________________________________________________
Secretary, State Building Code Technical Review Board
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VIRGINIA:
BEFORE THE
STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD
(REVIEW BOARD)
IN RE:

Appeal of Unity Building, LLC/Pooya Jamalreza
Appeal No. 17-12

DECISION OF THE REVIEW BOARD

Procedural Background
The State Building Code Technical Review Board (Review Board) is a Governorappointed board established to rule on disputes arising from application of regulations of the
Department of Housing and Community Development. See §§ 36-108 and 36-114 of the Code of
Virginia. The Review Board’s proceedings are governed by the Virginia Administrative Process
Act (§ 2.2-4000 et seq. of the Code of Virginia).

Case History
Unity Building, LLC/Pooya Jamalreza (Unity Building), the contractor for alterations to a
home located at 902 McMillen Court, Great Falls, Virginia, owned by Nahid Momenian
(Momenian), appeal citations under Part I of the Uniform Statewide Building Code (Virginia
Construction Code or VCC) by the Land Development Services division of the County of Fairfax
(Fairfax County).
In June of 2017, a representative of Fairfax County conducted an inspection at Momenian’s
home resulting in the issuance of a Corrective Work Order citing six VCC violations.
Unity Building filed a timely appeal to the Fairfax County Board of Building Code Appeals
(local appeals board). The local appeals board subsequently conducted a hearing and ruled to
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uphold the Corrective Work Order. Unity Building LLC filed an application for appeal to the
Review Board in November of 2017. Review Board staff contacted the parties and asked for the
submittal of any relevant documents. Subsequently, Review Board staff scheduled an informal
fact-finding conference to meet with the parties and go over the issues in the appeal.
Appearing at the State Building Code Technical Review Board (Review Board) hearing
for Fairfax County was Paul Emerick, legal counsel for the County, as well as Melissa Smarr and
Scott Hagerty of the Land Development Services Department. The owner of the property Nahid
Momenian was also in attendance. No one appeared at the Review Board hearing for Unity
Building LLC; however, all parties were properly notified.

Findings of the Review Board
According to the statement of relief sought submitted by Unity Building LLC claim they
did not perform any of the work cited in the Corrective Work Order, which required permits, and
further that the work cited was performed by another contractor hired by the owner.
During the hearing, Fairfax County argued that the work cited in the Corrective Work
Order was listed in the Unity Building contract as well as on the invoices paid by the owner; thus,
clearly indicating Unity Building performed the work. The owner concurred and further testified
that Unity Building was in fact the company that completed the work cited. Photographs of the
work cited were provided along with testimony.
The Review Board finds that the work cited in the Corrective Work Order was performed
by Unity Building because it is unreasonable to believe the homeowner hired a different contractor
to perform the work which was listed in the Unity Building LLC contract and on the paid invoices.
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Order
The appeal having been given due regard, and for the reasons set out herein, the Review
Board orders the issuance of the Corrective Work Order by Fairfax County and the local appeals
board decision, to be, and hereby is, upheld.

______________________________________________
Chairman, State Building Code Technical Review Board

Date entered: ______________________________

As provided by Rule 2A:2 of the Supreme Court of Virginia, you have thirty (30) days
from the date of service (the date you actually received this decision or the date it was mailed to
you, whichever occurred first) within which to appeal this decision by filing a Notice of Appeal
with W. Travis Luter, Sr., Secretary of the Review Board. In the event that this decision is served
on you by mail, three (3) days are added to that period.
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VIRGINIA:
BEFORE THE
STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD

IN RE:

Appeal of J. Matthew Hogendobler, DMD
Appeal No. 17-13

DECISION OF THE REVIEW BOARD
Procedural Background
The State Building Code Technical Review Board (Review Board) is a Governorappointed board established to rule on disputes arising from application of regulations of the
Department of Housing and Community Development. See §§ 36-108 and 36-114 of the Code of
Virginia. The Review Board’s proceedings are governed by the Virginia Administrative Process
Act (§ 2.2-4000 et seq. of the Code of Virginia).

Case History
J. Matthew Hogendobler, DMD (Hogendobler), owner of the home located at 2209 N.
Lakeside Drive in the City of Virginia Beach, appeals determinations of the City of Virginia Beach
Code Enforcement Division, in enforcing Part III of the Uniform Statewide Building Code
(Virginia Maintenance Code or VMC), concerning an existing swimming pool on the property.
City of Virginia Beach Code Enforcement Division issued an inspection report and VMC
Notice of Violation for the structure in June of 2017 requiring the structure to be maintained in a
clean and sanitary condition, and in good repair, and indicated the pool liner was ripped and in
disrepair, and the pool pump and filter were not operational.
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In August of 2017, Hogendobler filed an appeal by letter to the City of Virginia Beach City
Manager (City Appeals Board). The City Appeals Board heard Hogendobler’s appeal in October
of 2017 and ruled to dismiss his appeal as being untimely. The City Appeals Board also heard the
case on its merits and found the notice of violation to be appropriately issued.
Hogendobler filed an application for appeal to the Review Board in November of 2017.
Review Board staff contacted the parties and asked for the submittal of any relevant documents.
Subsequently, Review Board staff scheduled an informal fact-finding conference to meet with the
parties and go over the issues in the appeal.
Appearing at the Review Board (Review Board) hearing for the appellee, the City of
Virginia Beach (Virginia Beach), was Tobias Eisenlohr, legal counsel for the City, as well as Cheri
Hainer, Wells Freed, and Justin Doyle. Appearing at the Review Board hearing for the appellant
was Hogendobler.

Findings of the Review Board
I.

Whether to dismiss the appeal as untimely

The action under review is dated June 26, 2017 and states that it is a notice of violation.
Virginia Beach argues the Notice of Violation was sent via mail, per department policy, and that
the mailed notice was not returned to Virginia Beach. Hogendobler argues he did not receive the
June 26, 2017 notice until December 1, 2017. The Review Board members find that the receipt of
the notice of violation is in dispute and the appeal to be timely.
II.

Whether the structure is regulated by the VMC and whether to overturn the issuance of
the June 26, 2017 VMC Notice of Violation.
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Virginia Beach argues that the structure in Hogendobler’s backyard was a swimming
pool in deployable condition in need of maintenance. Hogendobler argues the structure is no
longer a swimming pool, rather has been converted to a pond. The Review Board members find
that the structure is a swimming pool regulated by the VMC; therefore, the cited violations listed
on the Notice of Violation are applicable.

Final Order
I.

Whether to dismiss the appeal as untimely

The appeal having been given due regard, and for the reasons set out herein, the Review
Board members orders the decision of the County appeals board that the appeal was not timely
filed to be, and hereby is, overturned.
II. Whether the structure is regulated by the VMC and whether to overturn the issuance of the
June 26, 2017 VMC Notice of Violation.
The appeal having been given due regard, and for the reasons set out herein, the Review
Board members orders the decision of the County appeals board that the notice of violation issued
by the City of Virginia Beach Building Official relative to the property at 2209 N. Lakeside Drive
was appropriately issued to be, and hereby is, upheld.

______________________________________________________
Chairman, State Building Code Technical Review Board

Date entered: ______________________________
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As provided by Rule 2A:2 of the Supreme Court of Virginia, you have thirty (30) days
from the date of service (the date you actually received this decision or the date it was mailed to
you, whichever occurred first) within which to appeal this decision by filing a Notice of Appeal
with W. Travis Luter, Sr., Secretary of the Review Board. In the event that this decision is served
on you by mail, three (3) days are added to that period.
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VIRGINIA:
BEFORE THE
STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD
IN RE:

Appeal of KEBCO Enterprises, Inc.
Appeal No. 18-03

CONTENTS
Section

Page No.

Review Board Staff Document

31

Basic Documents

37

Documents Submitted by the City of Suffolk

49

Additional Documents and Written Arguments Submitted
by the City of Suffolk

79
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VIRGINIA:
BEFORE THE
STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD
(REVIEW BOARD)
(For Determination of Whether to Dismiss as Untimely)
Appeal of KEBCO Enterprises, Inc. – Kenneth Bullock
Appeal No. 18-03

IN RE:

REVIEW BOARD STAFF DOCUMENT
Suggested Summary of the Disposition of the Appeal
1.

Kenneth Bullock, of KEBCO Enterprises, Inc. (KEBCO), a building construction

company filed an appeal of enforcement action under the Virginia Uniform Statewide Building
Code, Part I, Construction (VCC), by the City of Suffolk Department of Planning and Community
Development (City PCD), the department responsible for code enforcement, relative to a home
constructed at 4281 Cole Avenue Suffolk.
2.

In May of 2017 a representative of the City PCD conducted an inspection at the

Cole Avenue home resulting in the issuance of a violation notice. The notice of violation dated
May 23, 2017 cited twelve violations.
3.

KEBCO appealed the violation notice to the City of Suffolk Board of Building

Code Appeals (City appeals board) by application dated June 16, 2017. The City appeals board
conducted a hearing on November 13, 2017, attended by KEBCO and representatives of the City
PCD. A resolution was issued by the City appeals board upholding the enforcement action of the
City PCD. The City provided a copy of the US postal service certified mail receipt green card
which shows Mr. Bullock signed for receipt of the City appeals board decision on February 7,
2018.
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4.

KEBCO submitted an application for appeal to the Review Board with a

certification of service date of March 2, 2018.
5.

This staff document along with a copy of all documents submitted will be sent to

the parties and opportunity given for the submittal of additions, corrections or objections to the
staff document and the submittal of additional documents or written arguments to be included in
the information distributed to the Review Board members for the appeal hearing before the Review
Board.
Suggested Issue for Resolution by the Review Board
1.

Whether KEBCO’s appeal to the Review Board should be dismissed as untimely;

if ruling the appeal is timely then:
2.

Whether to overturn the decision of the City building official that a violation of

VCC Section R401.3 (Drainage) exists and the local board upholding of that decision.
3.

Whether to overturn the decision of the City building official that a violation of

VCC Section R401.3 (Drainage; Exception) exists and the local board upholding of that
decision.
4.

Whether to overturn the decision of the City building official that a violation of

VCC Section R905.1 (Roof Covering application) exists and the local board upholding of that
decision.
5.

Whether to overturn the decision of the City building official that a violation of

VCC Section R905.2.1 (Sheathing requirements) exists and the local board upholding of that
decision.
6.

Whether to overturn the decision of the City building official that a violation of

VCC Section R703.11.1 (Insulation) exists and the local board upholding of that decision.
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7.

Whether to overturn the decision of the City building official that a violation of

VCC Section R703.8 (Flashing) exists and the local board upholding of that decision.
8.

Whether to overturn the decision of the City building official that a violation of

VCC Section R502.6 (Bearing) exists and the local board upholding of that decision.
9.

Whether to overturn the decision of the City building official that a violation of

VCC Section R606.6.1 [Pier cap(s)] exists and the local board upholding of that decision.
10.

Whether to overturn the decision of the City building official that a violation of

VCC Section P2605.1 (General) exists and the local board upholding of that decision.
11.

Whether to overturn the decision of the City building official that a violation of

VCC Section R507.4 through 507.8.1 (Deck Construction) exists and the local board upholding
of that decision.
12.

Whether to overturn the decision of the City building official that a violation of

VCC Section R602.3 (Design and construction) exists and the local board upholding of that
decision.
13.

Whether to overturn the decision of the City building official that a violation of

VCC Section R403.1.6 (Foundation Anchorage) exists and the local board upholding of that
decision.
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Basic Documents
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CITY OF SUFFOLK
442 MARKET STREET, POST OFFICE BOX 1858, SUFFOLK, vtRGINIA23439-1858
PHONE: (757) 514-4150
FAX: (757) 514-4199
DEPARTMENT OF

PIANSING & C0~1M UN ITY DEVELOl'M E:-OT
Divisl0f1 of Comm111111y Dl'Vf!lopmmt

NOTICE OF VIOLATION
Section 115.2
DATE:

5-23-2017

TYPE OF INSPECTION: BUILDING

T/:4:X..MAP:

13A*JAMES*18
304529700

Use Group: R-5

LOCATION:

4281 Cole Avenue
Suffolk, VA 23432

BUILDING PERMIT: BLD2014-01071

CONTRACTOR:

KEBCO Enterprises Inc.

Clo Kenneth Bullock
5106 Clipper Cove Lane
Suffolk, VA 23435

An inspection of the above referenced property was conducted on May 09, 2017. In accordance with section 11 8 (Buildings
and Structures Becoming Unsafe during Construction) of the 2012 Edition of the Virginia Residential Code, you are hereby
notified that the structure located on this site doesn't comply with the following Residential Code sections:

R401.3 Drainage. The grade shall fall a minimum of 6 Inches (152 mm) within the first 10 feet (3048 mm) . Repair
perimeter grading where needed .
R401 .3 Exception (Area In front of Garage door): Where lot lines, walls, slopes or other physical barriers
prohibit 6 inches (152 mm) of fall within 10 feet (3048 mm). drains or swales shall be constructed to ensure
drainage away from the structure. Impervious surfaces within 10 feet (3048 mm) of the building foundation
shall be sloped a minimum of 2.0 percent away from the bulldlng.
R905.1 Roof covering application. Roof coverings shall be applied in accordance with the applicable provisions
of this section and the manufacturer's installation instructions. Unless otherwise specified in this section, roof
coverings shall be installed to resist the component and cladding loads specified in Table A301 .2(2), adjusted for
height and exposure in accordance with Table R301 .2(3). Repair right rear hip adjoining the edge of the roof.
R905.2.1 Sheathing requirements. Asphal1 shingles shall be fastened to solidly sheathed decks. Repair ri ght
rear hip adjoining the edge of the roof.
R703.11.1 lnstallatlon. Vinyl siding, soffit and accessories shall be Installed in accordance with the manufacturer's
Installation instructions. In some areas there is evidence of face nailing. Repair where needed or provide
informaUon from the manufacture that this Installation Is acceptable.
R703.8 Flashing. Approved corrosion-resistant flashing shall be applied shingle-fashion in a manner to prevent
entry of water into the wall cavity or penetration of water to the building structural fram ing components. Rear door
area and provide evidence that Hashing was Installed at roof area over front porch.
R502.6 Bearing. The ends of each joist, beam or girder shall have not fess than 1.5 inches (38 mm) of bearing on
wood or metal and not less than 3 inches (76 mm) on masonry or concrete except where supported on a 1-inch by
4-inch (25.4 mm by 102 mm) ribbon strip and nailed to the adjacent stud or by the use of approved joist hangers.
Install shims of treated material and uniform thickness where needed.
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R606.6.1 Pier cap(s). Hollow piers shall be capped with 4inches (102 mm) of solid masonry or concrete, a
m~sonry cap block, or shall have cavities of the top course filled with concrete or grout. Repair Internal pier caps
where needed.
P2605.1 General. Piping shall be supported in accordance with the following; 1. Piping shall be supported to
ensure alignment and prevent sagging, and allow movement associated with the expansion and contraction of the
piping system . 2. Piping in the ground shall be laid on a firm bed for its entire length, except where support is
otherwise provided . 3. Hangers and anchors shall be of sufficient strength to maintain their proportional share of
the weight of pipe and contents and of sufficient width to prevent distortion to the pipe. Hangers and strapping shall
be of approved material that will not promote galvanic action. Rigid support sway bracing shall be provided at
changes in direction greater than 45 degrees (0.79 rad)for pipe sizes 4 inches (102 mm) and larger. 4 . Piping shall
be supported at distances not to exceed those indicated In Table P2605.1. Install hangers or strapping as
needed on waste line piping (maximum horizontal run shall be six feet).
Decks shall be constructed per sections R507.4 through R507.8.1 (see attachment).
R602.3 Design and construction. Exterior walls of wood frame construction shall be designed and constructed in
accordance with the provisions of this chapter and Figures R602.3 ( 1) and R602.3 (2) or in accordance with
AF&PA's NOS. Components of exterior walls shall be fastened in accordance with Tables R602.3 (1) through
A602.3 (4) . Repair or replace rear deck damaged railings where needed.
R403.1.6 Foundation Anchorage. There are connectivity issues at the rear foundation system. The framing and
foundation components (foundation wall, sill plate, girders and floor joints are required to be properly connected.
Correction of the anchorage shall be In accordance with the engineers repair detail.
You have 30 days from receipt of this notice to abate this violation. Please be advised that violations of the Virginia
Construction Code are unlawful and punishable as criminal offences. 119.5 Right of appeal; filing of appeal
application. Any person aggrieved by the local building department's application of the USBC or the refusal to grant a
modification to the provisions of the USBC may appeal to the LBBCA. The applicant shall submit a written request for
appeal to ADMINISTRATION 2012 VIRGINIA CONSTRUCTION CODE 23 to the LBBCAwlthln 30 calendar days of
the receipt of the decision being appealed. The application shall contain the name and address of the owner of the
building or structure and in addition, the name and address of the person appealing, when the app~cant is not the owner. A
copy of the building official's decision shall be submitted along with the application for appeal and maintained as part of the
record. The application shall be marked by the LBBCA to Indicate the date received. Failure to submit an application for
appeal within the time limit established by this section shall consbtute acceptance of a building officlal's decision. Please
contact me at 514-4167, so we may bring this matter into compliance.

Cc
Stanley Skinner CBO; Assistant Director Community Development
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City of Suffolk
Community Development
Phone: 757-514-4150
Fax: 757-514-4199

Board of Building Code Appeals
c/o Community Development
442 W . Washington Street
Suffolk, VA 23434

APPLICATION FOR APPEAL
Appellant information (Name, address and telephone number of applicant for appeal.)

'l-<:6co

~n\--ex9r\S<S. \Y\c. "151-435-4305

Y.().Bot(Yr~"'t"\)~
YJ49,

~apecn~~vA 1.'3323

otvl\c.r

o.J...

41S\ C.0\.e l\ventA.e,
OCvl\'-'~

o'.f

~c.

a-"~'~

fuffol~, \JA 23431 _

61'or"'\Y

Additional Information (To be submitted with this application)
I.

2.
3.

Copy of decision or action being appealed .
Statement of reason for appeal.
Statement of specific relief sought.

Signature of Applicant:
Name (print or type) :
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RESOLUTION NO. 02-2017
CITY OF SUFFOLK BOARD OF BUILDING CODE APPEALS
DECISION
4281 COLE AVE, SUFFOLK, VIRGINIA, ZONING MAP 13A *JAMES, PARCEL *18
LBBCA 02-2017
WHEREAS, Kebco Enterprise Inc. c/o Kenneth Bullock, applicant, by letter dated June
16, 2017, requested a hearing with the City of Suffolk Board of Building Code Appeals for a
certain tract of land situated in the City of Suffolk, Virginia, which land is designated on the
Zoning Map of the City of Suffolk, Virginia, as Zoning Map 13A James, Parcel 18; and,
WHEREAS, the appeal hearing was held in the City of Suffolk Council Chambers on
November 13, 2017, at 1:00 p.m.; and
WHEREAS, the applicant Kebco Enterprise Inc. c/o Kenneth Bullock and Wayne Ables
of Wayne Ables Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. was present at the hearing and representing
the City of Suffolk were Michael Robinson, Susan Gardner and Sam Adams.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Building Code Appeals of
the City of Suffolk, Virginia, that:
The Board of Building Code Appeals
1.

REVERSES
MODIFIES the Building
x UPHOLDS
Official's decision with respect to appeal identified as R401.3; and,

2.

x UPHOLDS
REVERSES
MODIFIES the Building
Official's decision with respect to appeal identified as R404.3; and,
x

3.

UPHOLDS
REVERSES
MODIFIES the Building
Official's decision with respect to appeal identified as R905.1 ; and,

4.

UPHOLDS
REVERSES
MODIFIES the Building
X
Official's decision with respect to appeal identified as R905.2.1; and,

5.

UPHOLDS
REVERSES
MODIFIES the Building
X
Official's decision with respect to appeal identified as R703.ll.1 ; and,

6.

UPHOLDS
REVERSES
MODIFIES the Building
X
Official·s decision with respect to appeal identified as R703 .8; and,

7.

UPHOLDS
REVERSES
MODIFIES the Building
X
Official's decision with respect to appeal identified as R502.6; and,

1
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REVERSES _ _ _ MODIFIBS the Building
8. _ X_ UPHOLDS
Official' s decisio n with respect lo appeal identified as R606.6. l ; and,
REVERSES _ _ _ MODIFTES the Bui lding
9. _ X_ UPHOLDS
Official 's decisio n with respect to appeal ide ntified as P2605. I; and,
REVERSES _ _ _ MODIFIES the Building
10. _ X_ UPHOLDS
Official's decision with respect to appeal identified as R602.3; and,
1I. _ X_ UPHOLDS
REVERSES
MODIFIES the Building
Official's decision with respect to appeal identified a R403. l .6; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that any per on who was a party to the appeal may
appeal to the State Review Board by submitting an application to such Board within 21
calendar days upon receipt by certified mail of thi re e lution. Application forms are
available from the Office of the State Review Board, 600 East Main Street, Richmond,
Virgi nia 232 19, and (804) 37 1-7 150.

Chairman, Board of Building Code Appeals

2
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d

tirneonddate,com

Date Calculator: Add to or Subtract From a Date

—

Results

This calculator enables you to add or subtract to a date to calculate a past or future date and time.
From Wednesday, February 7, 2018
Added 21 days

Result: Wednesday, February 28, 2018
Calendar showing period from February 7, 2018 to February 28, 2018
February 2018
21 days added
Sun

Mon

4

5

68

11

12

13

14

18

19

20

21

25

26

27

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

15

16

17

22

23

24

Start date (Feb 7, 2018)

:

Final result date (Feb 28, 2018)

• Need some helpZ
Time & Date Calculator
-iOS

::

See how long remains before a
deadline or exactly when those
30 days are up. fç >

4

Copynght © Time and Date AS 1995—2018. All rights reserved.

timeoddote.:cn
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Documents Submitted
By the City of Suffolk
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512112015

CERT/FICA TE OF OCCUPANCY

3:3IPM

This certificate is issued pursuant to the requirements of the Uniform Statewide Building Code,
Zoalng Ordinances and other applicable codes and ordinances certifying that at the time of luoance
this structure is in compUance with the above mentioned codes and ordinances.

Owner or Contractor:
r

KEBCO ENTERPRISES INC
1332 c.+.MllRIDCK W.U'
CHESAPEAKE, VA 23320

SL; F FO l. K 1742

NANSEMOND 1646
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:._
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Use Class:
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Type·Co,,..,.,,cdonl
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'·.

• .#.

.

'

..
j

/

"'

' .

Building Address:

'

This Certificate of Occupancy is not transferrable and becomes invalid upon any change of use or
occupancy, or any changes to the building or premises, or upon any violation of the Uniform
Statewide Building Code.
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Third Party Inspection Report on 4281 Cole Avenue, Suffolk, VA
by Joseph E. Barbeau, Jr. RBI/15-0375
May 10, 2017
Overview
At the City of Suffolk, Building Office request, this inspector examined the file documents and
then performed a physical inspection of the above named property. Whereas the property owner
had raised issues regarding the findings of the city building office, it was determined that
bringing in an outside agency to inspect this property, and report their findings, would ensure
the transparency of these official determinations. This inspection consisted of a visual only
inspection, and did not include any special equipment or tools; there were no destructive means
utilized to determine hidden conditions, or inaccessible areas. This inspection was also limited
in scope, disregarding aspects that had been initially reported, and since that reporting have
also been resolved, such as the attachment and anchorage of the rear wall.
This structure is a hip roofed, vinyl sided, wood framed Single Family Home, with a crawl space,
and an attached garage, placed upon a fairly level property. Building Department documents
demonstrate that the construction of this wood framed SFD began in 2015, though a period of
inactivity existed prior to the structure being closed to the weather. The VSBC 2012 would
therefore be the governing document for this structure. This structure would have been
subjected an abnormal level of weather intrusion, and the deleterious effects of the elements as
a result. The majority of the complaints regarding this structure have their basis in the realm of
moisture issues, that have been present since the initial construction, throughout the numerous
repairs, and at the present time.
Exterior
Beginning with the exterior of the property two specific problems are evident. The first item is
that this structure does not have a gutter and downspout system. This ensures that roof runoff
is unlikely to drain away from the structure, nor can downspout rain leaders be utilized to
enhance such drainage. Further, the exterior grade does not appear to meet the requirement
for a six inch drop in elevation at a point ten feet from the structure, per R401.3, which would act
to mitigate this roof run off. Instead this lack of fall will cause such rainwater to accumulate
along the foundation adding to the moisture issues. As one of the complaints has been that the
accumulation of moisture beneath the barrier system in the crawl space is allowing the growth of
mold, and the accelerated decay of the framing materials; any efforts to improve the movement
of stormwater away from the structure should be encouraged.
Though the installation of a gutter and downspout system is not required by the code in this
instance, such an installation, along with long rain leaders attached to the downspouts, and
some improvements regarding the fall of the grading, would all contribute to the lessening of this
moisture issue. Further, it is likely that the installation of a gutter system, and improvements to
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the grading would provide immediate relief to these moisture issues, at a lower expense than
some of the venting and air circulation suggestion that have been previously made. Similarly, it
has been previously reported by others that the combination of an unlevel slab and control joint
at the garage is causing excessive cracking to that slab, along with the intrusion of moisture to
the garage. In this instance, the installation of a french drain along the entrance to the garage
would act to divert such excess water away from this area. Any efforts to remove the water that
is attempting to intrude into this structure, appears to be a better solution than attempting to just
mitigate the effects of this intrusion.

Image 1, Showing lack of gutters or downspouts.
The property owner has mentioned issues with the installation of the roofing materials including
the installation of flashing on the roof. He has provided a report from a roofing contractor
describing the same problem. This inspection did not include inspection of any roof elements
with the exception of those that could be discerned from the ground or from within this structure.
Such an observational inspection would not include the lifting or movement of any roofing
material, as that could act to cause additional issues to an existing problem or create a new
concern with the seal of these materials. One area of concern did arise during this aspect of the
investigation, at the right rear hip adjoining the edge of this roof. It does appear that some of
the roof and cap tiles in this area are lifted, as might be observed after an ice dam incident, or
possible wind action; though no specific injury is noticed to either the interior or exterior as a
result of this lifting. This could indicate the use of improper fasteners at this location, that are
too short to properly bite into the sheathing, thus allowing the wind to lift these tiles due to lack
of anchorage to the substrate.
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Image 2, Showing lifting of shingles at left hip.

Image 3, Close-up of lifting shingles at left hip.
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Similarly, the homeowner has raised issue with the installation of the Vinyl Siding. This
installation is not the best workmanship, but that alone does not constitute a code issue. In
such installations per R703.11.1 the installation must be in accordance with the manufacturer’s
installation instructions. In some areas there is evidence of face nailing of this material. This
inspector cannot recall any manufacturer that allows such nailing, rather in most cases this is
specifically disallowed. Poor installation of this material is allowing the interlock to release, and
the contractor has face nailed through the weep holes in an effort to prevent this separation.
This matter should be resolved through the contractor, or through a court of competent
jurisdiction for relief.

Image 4, Showing side wall of home where face nails have been installed through siding weep
holes.
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Image 5, SHowing Dutch lap siding that has been face nailed through the weep holes.

Image 6, Showing the opposing side wall where face nails have been used to secure siding.
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Attic
The internal investigation began in the attic, accessible through an attic hatch with an integral
ladder. The area at the top of this ladder has installed plywood decking, however the majority of
this attic is open framing. A convenience light is provided for illumination in this area. The
homeowner pointed out a number of protruding nails that show evidence of rust, along the
exposed surfaces. He further insists that no such rust appeared at the time of his purchase of
the property. However, it must be noted that the ensuing years, coupled with the unconditioned
nature of this area would allow for such rust development on any unprotected ferrous material.
Eight mushroom cap style vents are installed on this roof, and the eaves are vented through the
use of perforated vinyl soffit material. Separation of the conditioned space is achieved through
the installation of insulating materials between the ceiling joists. It appears to this inspector that
additional insulating material has been added to this area, as evidenced by the appearance of
different colored layers in this material. The homeowner also indicated that on occasion he has
observed condensation upon the under side of the roof sheathing, though this would be normal
for an unconditioned space, and does not evidence itself as excessive, through staining to any
wood or insulation surfaces. Though some missed nails were observed to be angling through
the rafters, or missing them completely, there was not enough of this to be considered as
affecting the integrity of this structure.

Image 7, Showing 2 of the 8 vents installed in the hip roof.
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Image 8, Showing Soffit Vents.

Image 9, Showing exposed nail end with evidence of rust, in unconditioned attic.
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Second Level
At the second level, which is primarily used for bedrooms, bathrooms, and a laundry room, the
homeowner pointed out numerous locations where there were cracks in the drywall finish and
moldings separations, along with doors that were sticking. Though concerning to this owner,
they did not represent issues with the overall structure, but rather seem to represent normal
settling of this structure; possibly exhibiting some warping and twisting of framing members that
had been exposed to the elements during the construction hiatus. The homeowner also pointed
out a door whose face was delaminating from its internal structure. While this could represent
improper storage by the installer, it could as easily represent a flaw in the manufacturing
process of this door. This issue would be covered under the builders or material suppliers
warranties, but is outside the scope of the building department or the code.

Image 10, Showing typical drywall cracking at doorway.
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Image 11, Showing the poor quality of the drywall work at Master Bathroom Shower.

Image 12, Showing further evidence of drywall cracking at ceiling.
This homeowner also had a concern regarding excessive moisture within the laundry room.
Upon inspection it was noted that an exceptionally long flexible outlet pipe was in use to vent
this clothes dryer. Further, this long outlet pipe contained numerous turns, which act to reduce
the efficiency of this outlet vent, thus increasing the likelihood of the build up of condensation.
Similarly, in the master bathroom a mildew condition was observed and pointed out at the
shower stall just above the shower head. This is more of a maintenance/housekeeping issue
than that of a construction issue due to the creation of condensing steam when the shower is in
use, providing the needed moisture to create this mildew.
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Image 12, Showing outlet hose arrangement behind clothes dryer.
The final issue at the second level is that of the half wall that separates the staircase from the
hallway. There has been documentation regarding the initial issue and the repairs to this area,
and this inspector was able to place significant force against this structure without significant
deflection. It is this inspector's position that the repairs to this structure have provided for
acceptable results that meet code requirements per R312.1.1, for a fall protection system, and
any flex remaining does not represent a safety concern.
First Level
At the first level of this SFD five specific issues were raised, two concerning water leaks at the
deck door and near the pantry closet, one regarding a bow in the wall to the left of the door that
enters the garage from the home, one within the pantry closet, and the fifth at various locations
concerning additional cracking of drywall at door corners. Examination of the exterior of this
door suggests that no flashing was installed above the door behind the vinyl siding, which would
allow intrusion of water into the wall at this opening. Such intrusion would provide for
degradation of the framing and door jambs, as well as the threshold and nearby floor coverings.
The lifting of the flooring material at this locations suggests that this area needs to be exposed
and repaired per R703.8 to prevent further damage. The second issue regards a water leak of
indeterminate origin on the ceiling near the pantry closet. This appears to have been caused by
a plumbing leak or overflow problem, and seems to have been effectively though not
aesthetically repaired. Relief for such a concern rests between the homeowner and his
contractor and is not within the purview of the code official.
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Image 13, Showing ceiling damage at pantry closet.
Traveling from the house into the garage, a bow can be seen in the wall section to the left of this
door. This is unlikely a structural issue, but rather the evidence of the installation of a warped
framing element, or a wet element that warped once installed. At the moment this appears to
be held in check by the door framing, but over time this might affect the proper operation of the
door itself, in particular the lockset, as this is nearest the lock jamb. Within the pantry closet the
homeowner identified a location at the rear right where a hole had existed into the crawl space
below. It appears that the contractor’s repair for this issue had been to fill the hole with caulking
material. Again this repair effectively fixed the problem, but it does so without concern for
aesthetics, further lack of any solid material provides an easy route for vermin to enter this
home. Lastly comes the various drywall cracks that have been recognized and discussed on
the second floor. Herein we have more of the same, where the drywall evidences cracking as a
result of settling rather than that of structural concerns.
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Image 14, Showing cracking at garage door.
It should be noted here, as we proceed to a discussion of the crawl space area, that over the
past year these issues have been addressed through various repairs and fixes. These repairs
and fixes have involved work upon the rear sill and band boards, the half wall at the second
floor, and additions of shims under the main beams. As such through these repairs, various
elements of the structure have been disturbed, moved, or adjusted. Coupled with the issues
raised concerning the construction hiatus and the exposure of the framing to the weather, it is
not surprising that this might be reflected in the condition of the drywall finishing. A shim being
driven under the main beam is more than sufficient to create hairline fractures in this drywall
finishing, or cause the realignment of the framing elements which could allow a door to become
skewed.
Crawl Space
Within the crawl space there were at least four internal piers show signs of damage, and varying
degrees of repair to the solid cap stones. Some of these have been repaired with mortar, and
one that had been split almost completely in half appears to have been just placed back in
position without any form of fastening. It has been suggested that the damage was caused
through the use of cut nails to attach the plates to the cap stones. As this is also not an
acceptable anchoring device the correct repair would be to support the beam from both sides
remove and replace the damaged block, and re-anchor the beam, using appropriate shims and
fasteners for this type of installation. Failure to repair these internal piers correctly could result
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in further degradation of the structure over time, and bring with it both danger and far more
costly repairs as a result.

Image 15, Showing non treated, non uniform thickness wood being used to shim beam at crawl
space.
Though there exist more than sufficient vents for this crawl space, attention to these is required.
This inspector identified one such vent at the front of the structure where the vent is becoming
in-filled with debris and soil from the landscaping. As this is the only vent along the front of the
crawl space. Regarding the installation of shims under the main beams, while this is
acceptable, the material used must be resistant to moisture and decay, and it appears that
some of these shims do not utilize such treated materials. Further, these shims should be
constructed of solid material of uniform thickness. Use of tapered shims presents the possibility
for movement of these shims, particularly during an earth shaking event, providing a lower
degree of integrity to this structure in that situation.
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Image 16, Showing blocked vent at front of structure in crawl space.
It appears to this inspector that additional sand has been placed in this crawl space, under the
moisture barrier. This barrier is properly placed and secured, and there does exist some wet
areas beneath this plastic, however the plastic does provide some protection from this moisture.
Earlier mentioned mitigation efforts would act to improve this situation. It was noted during this
inspection that two of the support straps for the waste line have been removed (probably during
this installation of sand and moisture barrier) but have not been properly replaced. This leaves
the pipe unsupported for at least eighteen feet, when code dictates this support should be at
intervales no less than six feet along a horizontal run. This is a violation of the P2605 of the
Plumbing Code, and must be addressed.
Lastly is the rear deck, that has been repaired after being called out previously by others. While
some work has been done to this structure there remain some issues. Specifically additional
straps were to be installed to improve the connection of the railing posts. These were found to
be missing some nails, with one device only nailed at the railing post but not the deck framing.
The railings themselves have been fastened with too many nails, causing deterioration of the
material at the ends, where these connections have been made. The damaged railings should
be removed and replaced with fastenings per R602.
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Image 17, Showing degraded deck railing from over nailing.
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Image 18, Showing missing connector nails at deck railing post.
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Summary
Unfortunately, this structure represents an adherence to the minimum standards as provided in
the code. By meeting this minimum they had for the most part satisfied the code requirements,
the enforcement of which falls to the local Building Office. Such Code Enforcement personnel
are bound to accept this minimum requirement, and cannot require a higher standard without a
compelling case for such an increase. Beyond this minimum it is at the discretion of the
contractor to upgrade to a higher level. Sadly, mis-interpretation by the homeowner, fueled by
inflammatory commentary within the reports from other parties, have acted to blur the lines of
the Building Offices responsibilities compared to those of the contractor. In the end it appears
to this inspector that the City of Suffolk Building Department has done a good job of ensuring
this structure met these code minimums, identified problems, and worked diligently to resolve
these issues for the property owner.
While it is clear that certain aspects of this work have needed repair, the majority of the
complaints are between the contractor and the property owner, and outside the realm of code
enforcement. In specific there are mitigation efforts that could act to quell some of the issues on
this property. While in a perfect world the issues could be raised and the contractor would make
a good faith effort to immediately resolve these matters. However, barring that it would be in the
best interests of the property owner to not only make these repairs, but to keep accurate
records of the expenses incurred through these repairs. In this way the property could be
protected while the property owner can seek judgement through a court of competent
jurisdiction to offset these expenses.
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SUFFOLK
BOARD OF BUILDING CODE APPEALS
AGENDA
NOVEMBER 13, 2017

SUFFOLK 1142

PREPARED BY THE CITY OF SUFFOLK
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING & COMMUNITY DEVELOPEMNT OFFICE OF
THE BUILDING AND HOUSING/PROPERTY MAINTENANCE OFFICIALS
THIS MEETING WILL BE HELD AT 1:00 P.M. IN THE SUFFOLK CITY COUNCIL
CHAMBERS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUILDING, LOCATED AT 442 W.
WASHING TON STREET, SUFFOLK VIRGINIA.

MITCHELL WILCOX
CHAIRMAN
MICHAEL W. ROBINSON
SECRETARY
mro binson@suffolkva.us
757-514-4156
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AGENDA
CITY OF SUFFOLK
BOARD OF BUILDING CODE APPEALS
NOVEMBER 13, 2017 -1:00 P.M.
CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS

I.

CALL TO ORDER & ROLL CALL

II.

APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES
January 25, 2017 Meeting

III.

BOARD HEARING
NOVEMBER 13, 2017 Meeting
LBBCA 02-2017
Kebco Enterprises Inc. c/o Kenneth Bullock
HEARING ITEMS

.

1. R401.3 - Drainage (perimeter)
2. R401.3 - Exception (Area in front of garage door)
3. R905.1 - Roof covering
4. R905.2.1 - Sheathing Requirements
5. R703.11.1- Installation of vinyl siding
6. R703.8 - Flashing (front porch)
7. R502.6 - Bearing (shims)
8. R606.6.1 - Pier cap(s)
9. P2605.1- General Piping Support
10. R602.3 - Design and Construction (repair deck)
11. R403.1.6 - Foundation Anchorage (rear wall)
IV.

OLD BUSINESS
Results of the Building Official's reevaluation decision regarding the
proper sizing of the heating and cooling system

V.

NEW BUSINESS

VI.

ADJOURNMENT
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lB'BCA 02-2017
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FLOORS

EXTERIOR SHEATHING--+--EXISTING STUO WALL---~
EXISTING 2x BAND JOIST
OR ENGINEERED RI A BOARD

DECK JOIST

FLOOR FRAMING
EXISTING---.....
FOUNOAnONWALL-'-"....._~7"'-'-=i..

For St I Inch • 25.• mm.
FIGURE RS07.2.1(2)
PLACEMENT Of LAG SCREWS ANO BOLTS IN BAND JOISTS

ATl

HOLD-00\NN OR SIMILAR
TENSION DEVICE

FLOOR SHEATHING N.l\JLING
6 IN. MAXIMUM ON CENTER TO
JOIST 'MTH HOLD-DOWN

DECK JOIST

FLOORJOCST

For SI. I Inch • ZS.• mm
FIGURE 507.2.3
DECK ATIACHMENT FOR LATERAL LOADS

R507.4 Decking. Maximum allowable spacing for wood
joists supporting decking shall be in accordance with Table
R507.4. Wood decking shall be attached to each supporting
member with a mlnJmum of (2)8d nails or (2)18 wood
screws.
TABLE R507 .4
MAXIMUM JOIST SPACING (Inches)
MATERIAL TYPE ANO

MAXIMUM JOIST SPAC..G

NOMINAL SIZE

PERPENDICULAR

'!.-Inch thick wood

16
24
Per R507.3

2-lnch 1hlck wood

Wood/plastic composite

TO JOIST

DIAGONAL TO JOIST"

12
16
Pe.r R507.3

R507.5 Deck joists. Maximum allowable spans for wood
deckjolsts, as shown In Figure R507.5, shall be In accordance
with Table R507 .5. Deckjotst shall be permitted to cantilever
a maximum of one-fourth of the actual, adjacent joist span.
R507.5.1 Lateral restraint at supports. Joist ends and
bearing locations shall be provided with lateral restraint to
prcvcn1 rotation. Where lateral restraint Is provided by
joist hangers or blockJng between joists. their depth shall
equal not less than 60 percent of the joist depth. Where lateral restraint is provided by rim joists, they shall be
secured to the end of each joist with a minimum of (3) 1Od
(3-inch x 0.128-inch) nails or (3)#10x3 inch (76 mm) long
wood screws.

For S I: I Inch • 25.4 mm

a. Maximum angle of 45 d~ from pHJ>endlcatar for wood deck boards

2012 VIRGINIA RESIDENTIAL CODE

'.~ ; f :~1 •.. ~, :1 t. i"·t

CODE COUNCIL

C"1'1n1•1 io, orliterucd by. ICC (ALL RIGHTS RESERVED): xteued by S1anley Skinner°" Nov 17. 2014 12 16.07 PM panuan1 to lrctn<c
Arm:mcnt No liinha rquodact""'' u1honu1l
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FLOORS

JO!ITH,INCER-1

RIU..OST

llEJ.U --<:>

l!IA.Oll-0 WAl.L---c

!Ul.l»CC WALL----<>

- -~-r-

~

\.091
<>-POST

~lr-OSTHA~R

XXST sPNI

PCJST-e>
BE'IO<O

l.EOCE.R~-

~~
..olSTsPN-1

-

CINn.EVER

..OST>WGEP--1

\DSl

l.EOOER~

~~

_ G'TIOtW..

BENol-o-

-

Xl!STS ~ FlUSH BEAM

J:l!STS Wffil CR:JPPEO BEAM

FIGURE RS07.5
TYPICAL DECK JOIST SPANS
TABLE R507.5
DECK JOIST SPANS• AND CANTILEVERS' FOR COMMON LUMBER SPECIES
SPECIES"

SIZE

12

16

Z4

12

16

24

90
II 10

7-7

1-4

1·6

2-3

2-5

14-0
16-6
8-4

11-5
13-6
6·10

3-6
4-2
1·3

2-10

2x6
2x8
2 x 10

16·2
18-0
9-6
12-6
15-8
18-0
8-10
11 .8
14-11

2x12

17-5

1-J
2-1
3. 4
4-6
1·2
1-11
3-1
4-6
1-0
1-8
2-8
3-10

2x8
2 x 10
2x 12
2 >c6

Dougtas Or-larche'. hem-Or',

2 x8

spruce-pine-Or'

2 x 10
2x12

Redwood. western cedars,

pondcrosa pine". red pine'

ALLOWABLE CANTILEVER,..

Spadng or deckJoists (Inches}

9·11
13· 1

Zx6
Sooihem pine

ALLOWABlE JOIST SPAH"

Spacing of declt joists (loches}

9-8

11 · I

9-1

13- 7
15- 9

11-1
12-10
6-10

8·0
10..7
13-0
15· 1

8-8
10-7
12-4

2-1

3.5
3-11
1-1
1-10
Z-10
3.9

J.4
1-5
2-3
2-9
3-3
1-2
2-0
2-8

3-1

For SI: I L'\Ch • 25.4 mm. I fooc • 304.8 mm.
a Spans and cantll•vc:rs arc glvoo In feel and Inches.

b. No. 2 grade with Wd ~rvlce factor.
c Cround snow load. IM load• 40 psf, deld load • 10 p$f, U6 • 360.
d. G1ound snow load, live load• 40 psf. dud load• 10 psf, U& a 360 at main span, U6 • ISO al canllkvcr with a 220 pound polnl load applied lo end
e. Maximum allowable canutever shall not rxettd one· fourth of Ole actuljolsc span.
f. lncludtt Incising hctor

g Northern species wllh no incising factor.

R507.6 Deck beanu. Maximum allowable spans for wood
deck beams. as shown In Figure R507.6, shall be In accordance with Table R507.6. Beam plies shall be fastened with
two rows of lOd (3-lnch x 0.128-lnch) nails mlnJmum at 16
lnches (406 mm) on center along each edge. Beams shall be
permitted to cantilever at each end up to one-fourth or the
beam span. Splices of multi-span beams shall be located at
interior post locations.
R507.7 Deck joist and deck beam bearing. The ends of
each joist and beam shall have not less than 1.5 Inches (38
mm) of bearing on wood or metal and not less than 3 l.ndles
(76 mm) on concrete or masonry for the entire width of the
beam. Joist framing Into the side or a ledger board or beam

shall be supported by approved joist hangers. Joists bearing
on a beam shall be attached to the beam to resist lateral displacement.
R507.7.1 ~k beam to deck post. Deck beams shall be
attached to deck posts In accordance with Figure R507.7.I
or by other equivalent means capable to resist lateral dis·
placement. Manufactured post-to-beam connectors shall
be sized for the post and beam sizes. All bolts shall have
washers under the head and nut.
Exc:epdon: Where deck beams bear directly on foot ings In accordance with Section R507 .8.1.
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FIGURE R507.6
TYPICAL DECK BEAM SPANS

TABLE R507.6
DECK BEAM SPAN" LENGTHS""
SPECIES•

Southern pine

Douglas fir-larch'. hem-flre.
spruce-pine-fire. redwood.
western cedars, ponderosa
pine', red pine'

DECK JOIST SPAN (feel) LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO:
SIZE°

---

5

8

10

1Z

14

16

18

2-2x6

6-11
8-9
10-4
12-2
8-2
10-10
13-0
15-3

S-4
6-9

4-10

2-2x6
2-2xl0
2-2"12
3-2x6
3-ZxS
3-2x10
3-2xl 2

S-11
7-7

4-6
5-9

4-3
5-4

4-0
5-0

9-0
10-7

6-9
8-0

6-4
7-6

6-0

5-8
7-2
8-6

5-3
6-8
7-11
9-4

3x6 or 2-2x6
3x8 or 2-2x8
3x10 oc 2-2x10

5-5
6-10

3xl 2 or 2-2xl2
4x6
4x8
4xl0
4xl 2
3-2x6

11-3

8-0
95
6-8
86
10-0

13-3

11-10

6-2
7-4
8-7
6-1
7-9
9-2
10-9

4-8
5-11

4-2
5-4

3-10
4-10

3-6
4-6

8-4

7-3

6-6

8-S
5-6
7-3

7-6

8-7

6-6
7-8

5-11
6-10
4-6
5-11

5-6

9-8
6-5
8-5
9-11
11 -5

9-11

8-10

7-4

6-8

6-0

3-2x8

9-8

3-2xl0
3-2xl 2

12-0
13-11

8-6
10-5

7-7
9-4
10-9

7-5
9-6

12-1

4-11

7-0
8-1
5-6

10-0

3-1
4-1
5-1

7-0
5-0
6-4
7-6
8-10
2-9
3-8
4-8

6-4
4-2
5-6
6-6

5-11
3-11
5-2
6-1

5-7
3-8
4-10
5-8

7-6
5-1

7-0
4-9

6-7
4-6
5-8
6-11
8-1

6-11
8-6

6-5

6-0

7-10

9-10

9-1

7-4
8-6

For SI· I inch• 25.4 mm, I foo1 - ~ 8 mm.
a. Spans ore glvm In ree1 and tnchH.
b. Ground snow load. live lo..i ~ 40 Jnf. dead load ~ 10 psf. UA • 360 al rmfn span, Ulla 180 11 canelfever with a 220 pound point load applied al che tnd
c Beams supporting dockjolscs from one
only
d. No. 2 g,lldt, wee service raccor.
e. Beam depth slufl be greiter th<lo or equal lo deplh orjolSIS with o Oush bum coodillon.

•Id•

r.

Includes incl.slng faccor.

R Northrm species wllh no Incising factor.
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R507.7 Deck joist and deck beam bearing. The ends of
each joist and beam shall have not less than 1.5 inches (38
mm) of bearing on wood or metal and not less than 3 Inches
(76 mm) on concrete or masonry for the entire width of the
beam. Joist framing into the side of a ledger board or beam
shall be supported by approved joist hangers. Joists bearing
on a beam shall be attached to the beam to resist lateral dis·
placement.

TABLE R507.8
DECK POST HEIGHT" (feet)
DECK POST SIZE

MAXIMUM HEIGHT°

4x4
4x6
6x6

8

8
14

For SI : I loch a 25.4 mm. I fool • 304.8 mm.
• - Measured to the undersld~ of the beam.

R507.7.l Deck beam to deck post. Deck beams shall be
attached to deck posts In accordance with Figure R507.7.1
or by other equivalent means capable to resist lateral dis·
placement. Manufactured posl-to ·beam connectors shall
be sized for the post and beam sizes. All bolts shall have
washers under the head and nut.
Exception; Where deck beams bear directly on foot·
lngs in accordance with Section R507.8.1.
R507.8 Deck posts. For single level wood-framed decks with
beams sized in accordance with Table R507.6, deck post size
shall be In accordance with Table R507.8.

R507.8.1 Deck post to deck footing. Posts shall bear on
footings in accordance with Section R403 and Figure
R507.8.l. Posts shall be restrained to prevent lateral displacement at the footing. Lateral restraint shall be provided by manufactured connectors installed in accordance
with the manufacturers' installation Instructions or by a
minlmum post embedment of 12 inches (304 .8 mm) in
surrounding soils or concrete piers.

BEAM

APPROVED
POST CAP

(2)

3°' DIAMETER

THROUGH-BOLTS
WITH WASHERS

j.;rM~1
POST CAP

NOTCHED POST

FIGURE R607 .7.1
DECK BEAM TO DECK POST
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FIGURE R507.8.1
TYPICAL DECK POSTS TO DECK FOOTINGS
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APPEAL NOTICE OF VIOLATION
CONTRACTOR: Kebco Enterprises, Inc.
c/o Kenneth Bullock

PO Box 6749
Chesapeake, Virginia 23323
LOCATION: 4281 Cole Avenue
Suffolk, Virginia 23432
TAX MAP: 13A*JAMES*18
304529700
OWNER: Ashley Grant and Anthony Grant, Jr.
4281 Cole Avenue
Suffolk, Virginia 23432
ST ATEMENT OF REASON FOR APPEAL
•

Client objects that the building permit was issued according to the 20 I 2 Edition of the
Virginia Residential Code. Client agrees the permit was issued under the 2009 Edition of
the Virginia Residential Code.

•

As of November 30, 2016 Anthony Grant instructed Kebco Enterprises, Inc. to not come
back to their home.

•

This board has no jurisdiction because Anthony Grant did not purchase from Kebco
Enterprises, Inc. , therefore, Anthony Grant and Kebco Enterprises, Inc. have no privy of
contract nor contractual obligations. Anthony Grant has no standing to bring any
violation against Kebco Enterprises, Inc.

•

Pursuant to Section 115.5 of the 2009 Virginia Construction Code the ownership of thi s
property has been transferred and the original owner owns 50% or less and therefore the
Notice of Violation fails.

1
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I . R401 .3 appeals because it involved a minimal fix . Mr. Grant had already signed off on
this issue.
2. R905.1 appeals because the right rear roof of hip was properly installed and passed initial
inspection.
3. R905 .2. l appeals because the right rear roof of hip was properly installed and passed
initial inspection.
4. R 703. I I. I appeal s because per manufactures information the vinyl is installed properly.
5. R703.8 appeals because the flashing is around the door area. Note Susan Gardner's
inspection. There is flashing on the front porch on the overhang per inspection from
Stevens Roofing provided by Mr. Grant.
6. R502.6 appeals because shims were installed where needed per Susan Gardner's
inspection in crawl space.
7. R606 .6. I appeals because all repairs were performed on all pier caps per Susan Gardner's
inspection in crawl space.
8. P2605.1 appeals because all piping was installed properly.
9. R602.3 appeals because Mr. Grant signed off on this as being sufficient when Mr. Stokes
did the initial inspection.
I 0. R403. l.6 appeals because the corrections were made and foundation anchor straps were
installed correctly per engineer requirements.

SPECIFIC RELIEF SOUGHT
That Kebco Enterprises, Inc. states that this Notice of Violation is di sm issed per my
statement of reason for appeal.

2
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Additional Documents
And Written Arguments
Submitted By
The City of Suffolk
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CITY OF SUFFOLK, VIRGINIA
OFFICE OF THE CITY ATTORNEY
P. 0. BOX 1858, SUFFOLK, VA. 23439-1858
(757) 514-7130 FAX: (757) 514-7149

HELIVI L HOLLAND
CITY ATTORNEY

KALLI L JACKSON
ASST. CITYArI’OLNEY

WILLIAM E. HUTCHINGS. JR
DEPUTY CITY ATFORNEY

MINNA SANDWICH
ASST. CITY ATrORNEY

KARLA D. CARTER

SHONDA R, CARROLL
PARALEGAL ADMIN.

ASST. CITY ATrORREY

June 8,2018

SUBMITTED VIA EMAIL to travis. luter(iiidhcd. virginia.gov
W. Travis Luter Sr., C.B.C.O.
Assistant Secretary to the State Building Code Technical Review Board
Department of Housing & Community Development
Division of Building & Fire Regulation
State Building Codes Office
600 East Main Street, Suite 300
Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 371-7163

RE:

Appeal of Kebco Enterprises, Inc. to State Review Board (Appeal No. 18-03)
Address: 4281 Cole Avenue, Suffolk

Dear Mr. Luter,
Attached please find the City of Suffolk’s Response to the Review Board Staff Document. Also attached are
the following supplemental documents to be added to the Review Board record in this matter:

S

1.

Copy of the U.S. postal service certified mail receipt green card that provides proof of delivery
of the City appeals board resolution to Kenneth Bullock on February 7, 2018, and

2.

Printout of timeanddate.com webpage showing date calculation for Review Board appeal
deadline of February 28, 2018.

rely,

ckso
Assistant City Attorney
Attachments

cc:

Alexander H. Bell, Esq. for Anthony and Ashley Grant (via email)
Christopher H. Faulk, Esq. for Kebco Enterprises, Inc. (via email)
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VIRGiNIA:
BEFORE THE
STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD
(REVIEW BOARD)
(For Determination of Whether to Dismiss as Untimely)

N RE:

Appeal of KEBCO Enterprises, Inc.
Appeal No. 18-03

—

Kenneth Bullock

CITY OF SUFFOLK’S RESPONSE TO REVIEW BOARD STAFF DOCUMENT
Additions, Corrections, and Clarifications
Paragraph 2: In May of 2017, the City PCD hired an independent, third-party home
inspector, Joseph E. Barbeau Jr., to inspect the Cole Avenue home. Mr. Barbeau’s inspection
resulted in a written Third Party Inspection Report on 4281 Cole Avenue, Suffolk, VA dated
May 10, 2017. Based on Mr. Barbeau’s inspection report, the City PCD issued a notice of
violation to KEBCO dated May 23, 2017, citing twelve violations.
Paragraph 3: Legal counsel was not present for either party at the November 13, 2017
City appeals board hearing. A copy of the U.S. postal service certified mail receipt green card is
provided with this response. The green card shows that Mr. Bullock signed for receipt of the
City appeals board resolution on February 7, 2018.
Argument
1.

KEBCO’s appeal to the Review Board should be dismissed as untimely because it was

filed more than 21 calendar days after Mr. Bullock received the City appeals board resolution by
certified mail. The U.S. postal service certified mail receipt green card shows that Mr. Bullock
received the City appeals board resolution on February 7, 2018. In accordance with section
119.7 of the Virginia Construction Code, the City appeals board resolution contains the
following wording:
1
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that any person who was a party to the appeal
may appeal to the State Review Board by submitting an application to such Board
within 21 calendar days upon receipt by certified mail of this resolution.
Application forms are available from the Office of the State Review Board, 600
East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia 23219, and (804) 371-7150.

Thus, KEBCO was hilly informed and aware of the deadline and procedure for appeal to
the Review Board. Adding 21 days from February 7, 2018, results in an appeal deadline to the
Review Board of February 28, 2018. KEBCO submitted an application for appeal to the Review
Board with a certification of service date of March 2, 2018, two days after the Review Board
appeal deadline of February 28, 2018. Allowing untimely appeals to be heard is in direct conflict
with the VCC and would promote unfairness and inconsistency in the Commonwealth’s
administrative hearing procedures.
Respectfully Submitted,

CITY OF SUFFOLK, VIRGINIA
By:______

Kalli L. Jackson
Assistant City Attorney
CITY OF SUFFOLK
442 West Washington Street, Suite 2117
Suffolk, VA 23434
Phone: (757) 514-7130
Fax: (757) 514-7149
V.S.B. No.: 82974

2
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VIRGINIA:
BEFORE THE
STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD
IN RE:

Appeal of Joshua and Makiba Gaines
Appeal No. 18-05

CONTENTS
Section

Page No.

Review Board Staff Document

87

Basic Appeal Documents

93

Documents Submitted by Joshua and Makiba Gaines

105

Documents Submitted by the City of Norfolk

123

Additional Documents Submitted by Joshua and Makiba
Gaines

209

Additional Documents Submitted by the City of Norfolk

219
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VIRGINIA:
BEFORE THE
STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD (REVIEW BOARD)
IN RE:

Joshua and Makiba Gaines
Appeal No. 18-05
REVIEW BOARD STAFF DOCUMENT
Suggested Summary of the Appeal
1.

On February 7, 2017, the City of Norfolk Department of Neighborhood

Development (City), in enforcement of the Virginia Property Maintenance (VMC), issued a notice
of violation to Mr. Gaines for rental property located at 2410 West Avenue. The notice outlined a
number of VMC violations and contained a statement of right of appeal. One of the violations
cited was for the lack of a heating system.
2.

The City re-inspected the property on February 14, 2017 and issued and affixed a

placard on the building on February 15, 2017 for the lack of a functioning heating system. The
placard identified the building as unsafe or unfit for human habitation. The tenant was relocated.
3.

Mr. Gaines obtained a permit from the City building permitting department under

the Virginia Construction Code (VCC), on March 3, 2017, to install a gas space heater. An
inspection was conducted by the City on March 20, 2017 and the installation was disapproved due
to the use of an unvented heater for the sole source of heat. Mr. Gaines also received a copy of
the placard on March 20, 2017.
4.

Mr. Gaines filed an appeal to the City of Norfolk Local Board of Appeals (local

board) on March 21, 2017.
5.

The City building official issued a letter dated March 20, 2017 to the Gaines’ stating

that the appeal filed that day was denied due to not being filed with fourteen days after receipt of
the February 7, 2017 notice of violation. However, on March 21, 2017, the Gaines’ filed an appeal
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application to the local board and paid the appeal fee. Later, on April 10, 2017, the Gaines’ filed
an appeal with the Review Board. In review of the application to the Review Board, staff noted
that there was no decision by the local board, so the building official was contacted and the City
agreed to have the local board hear the Gaines’ appeal.
7.

The local board conducted a hearing in June of 2017 and dismissed the Gaines’

appeal as untimely. The Gaines’ filed a new application for appeal to the Review Board after
receipt of the local board’s decision.
8.

Review Board staff conducted an informal fact-finding conference in December of

2017, attended by the Gaineses, the City’s building official, City Property Maintenance
Department representatives, and the City’s legal counsel.

At the conference, the Gaineses

acknowledged that no appeal right existed from the February 7, 2017 notice of violation, and that
their appeal was of the issuing of the placard and the applications of the code associated with it.
The Gaines’ stated that they did not receive notice of the placard until March 20, 2017. The City’s
legal counsel advised that the Gaines’ had filed court action for an injunction prior to March 20,
2017 and were therefore aware of the placard more than fourteen days prior to filing the appeal to
the local board. The Gaines’ indicated that they did not believe being aware of the placard was
considered to be the receipt of the application of the code and that they had never received proper
notice of the determination that their rental property was unsafe or unfit for human habitation. The
Gaineses further stated that they believed that no violation of the VMC existed relative to the heat
issue since the faulty heating system had been removed and there was no longer a tenant and the
VMC provision addressing heat only applies if there is a lease agreement to provide heat.
9.

In January of 2018, the Review Board, at a preliminary hearing, found the appeal

of the February 15, 2017 notice to be timely and remanded the appeal back to the local board for
a hearing on the merits of the appeal.
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10.

The local board conducted a hearing on May 14, 2018 and denied the Gaines

appeal. The Gaines’ filed a new application for appeal to the Review Board after receipt of the
local board’s decision.
11.

This staff document along with a copy of all documents submitted will be sent to

the parties and opportunity given for the submittal of additions, corrections or objections to the
staff document, and the submittal of additional documents or written arguments to be included in
the information distributed to the Review Board members for the appeal hearing before the Review
Board.
Suggested Issue for Resolution by the Review Board
1.

Whether to overturn the decision of the Property Maintenance Official and the

local appeals board that violations of the VMC Sections 603.1 (Mechanical appliances), 605.1
(Installation), and 105 (Unsafe structures or structures unfit for human occupancy) exist and that
the placarding of the structure was proper.
2.

Whether to overturn the decision of the Property Maintenance Official and the

local board requiring the Gaineses to install a heating system.
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Basic Documents
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COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
State Building Codes Office and Office of the State Technical Review Board
Main Street Centre, 600 E. Main Street, Suite 300, Richmond, Virginia 23219
Tel: (804) 371-7150, Fax: (804) 371-7092, Email: sbco@dhcd.virginia.gov
APPLICATION FOR ADMINISTRATATIVE APPEAL
Regulation Serving as Basis of Appeal (check one):
☐
✔

Uniform Statewide Building Code

☐

Statewide Fire Prevention Code

☐

Industrialized Building Safety Regulations

☐

Amusement Device Regulations

Appealing Party Information (name, address, telephone number and email address):

Joshua and Makiba Gaines, makibam@aol.com, 757-389-6563
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Opposing Party Information (name, address, telephone number and email address of all other parties):
City of Norfolk, 800 E. City Hall Ave., #508, Norfolk, Va., 23510, cynthia.hall@norfolk.gov
_________________________________________________________________________________
Sherry Johnson, Property Maint. Official, 401 Monticello Ave., Norfolk, Va., 23509 757-664-6563, sherry.johnson@norfolk.gov

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
Additional Information (to be submitted with this application)
o Copy of enforcement decision being appealed
o Copy of record and decision of local government appeals board (if applicable and available)
o Statement of specific relief sought
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
17th day of _____________________,
8 a completed copy of this application,
I hereby certify that on the _____
201_,
May

including the additional information required above, was either mailed, hand delivered, emailed or sent by
facsimile to the Office of the State Technical Review Board and to all opposing parties listed.
Note: This application must be received by the Office of the State Technical Review Board within five
(5) working days of the date on the above certificate of service for that date to be considered as the
filing date of the appeal. If not received within five (5) working days, the date this application is
actually received by the Office of the Review Board will be considered to be the filing date.

Signature of Applicant: _________________________________________________________

Makiba Gaines
Name of Applicant: ____________________________________________________________
(please print or type)
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VIRGINIA: THE VIRGINIA STATE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD
MAKIBA GAINES
JOSHUA GAINES,
Appellants/Petitioners
v.
CITY OF NORFOLK,
and
SHERRY JOHNSON, CODE OFFICIAL
Appellees/Respondents
STATEMENT OF SPECIFIC RELIEF SOUGHT
The Gaineses appeared before the Norfolk LBBCA on May 14, 2018, pursuant to
remand of their substantive claims from the Virginia State Technical Review Board. The
Gaineses presented the following three claims for appeal to the LBBCA: (1) the Norfolk Code
Official unlawfully placarded the property on Feb. 15, 2017 under VMC §§ 603.1, 605.1, and
202 because the property was not occupied nor was the lack of heating in the structure a
threat to the public; (2) the City of Norfolk failed to officially re-inspect the property and
issue a new notice of violation and correction notice after the Gaineses ameliorated defects
previously cited under §§ 603.1 and 605.1; and (3) the City of Norfolk erred when it
demanded the Gaineses to install a heating system at an unoccupied and vacant property.
The appeal to the LBBCA was denied on all three claims. The Gaineses received a copy of the
LBBCA’s resolution on May 17, 2018. They now appeal all three claims to the State Technical
Review Board. The Gaineses request removal of the placard, reinspection performed by the
code official under the Maintenance Code; and interpretation regarding the applicability of
the Code’s heating requirements to unoccupied properties. The Gaineses do not believe they
were afforded a fair and impartial hearing before the LBBCA and would like to present their
claims of unfair treatment in the LBBCA hearing to the State Board. May 17, 2018
Respectfully Submitted,

Joshua and Makiba Gaines
PO Box 2862
Virginia Beach, Virginia, 23452
makibam@aol.com
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Documents Submitted
By Joshua and Makiba Gaines
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M Gaines
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hall, Cynthia <cynthia.hall@norfolk.gov>
Thursday, February 23, 2017 3:44 PM
Makiba
RE: Placard

It is permissible for the contractor to enter to make the required repairs. Once the repairs are done, please
contact the inspector for the inspection. Thanks.
From: Makiba [mailto:makibam@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2017 1:12 PM
To: Hall, Cynthia <cynthia.hall@norfolk.gov>
Subject: Placard
Hello,
I am in a never ending cycle with the City, and once again ask you to remove the notice from the door of 2410 West Ave. Michael
and Sons refused to enter because of the threat of criminal punishment. The code official did not cite any placard-able offense under
the USBC. The City has absolutely no basis to restrict entry to the premises, and is causing irreparable damages. Please remove.
Thanks,

Sent from my iPhone

26
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M Gaines
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Makiba Gaines <makibam@aol.com>
Friday, March 17, 2017 2:50 PM
Joseph.Johnson@norfolk.gov
Re: Please provide

Thank you Mr. Johnson.
-----Original Message----From: Johnson, Joseph <Joseph.Johnson@norfolk.gov>
To: Makiba <makibam@aol.com>
Cc: Johnson, Sherry <sherry.johnson@norfolk.gov>; Hall, Cynthia <cynthia.hall@norfolk.gov>; Jackson, Christina
<Christina.Jackson@norfolk.gov>
Sent: Fri, Mar 17, 2017 2:48 pm
Subject: RE: Please provide

As per your request for a meeting prior to the mechanical inspection, I can meet with you on Monday morning at 10:00.
One of our mechanical inspectors may come along as a courtesy. I will bring along a copy of the notice you requested at
that time.
From: Makiba [mailto:makibam@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, March 17, 2017 10:43 AM
To: Johnson, Joseph <Joseph.Johnson@norfolk.gov>; Johnson, Sherry <sherry.johnson@norfolk.gov>; Hall, Cynthia
<cynthia.hall@norfolk.gov>
Subject: Please provide

Hello,
I am writing for a copy of the final decision you issued on 2410 West Ave. We have a copy of
notice of violation dated for February 8th, but we are not in receipt of the code official’s final
decision to placard. Please provide the letter that advises us that our property was/is being
placarded, and that sets out the reasons for the same.
Thanks,
Joshua and Makiba Gaines
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M Gaines
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Makiba <makibam@aol.com>
Monday, March 20, 2017 10:55 AM
cynthia.hall@norfolk.gov; sherry.johnson@norfolk.gov; joseph.johnson@norfolk.gov
Re-inspection

Hello,
Today, in a recorded meeting with Inspector Joseph, we finally received a copy of your notice of placard dated for
February 15, 2017—one full month after its issuance. Please be advised that your department has both an accurate
mailing and email address for us. Your codes specialist refused to speak to us directly, and requires that we send all
correspondence by email, to his team leader and the City Attorney. He was made aware, upon re-inspection, that the
old HVAC system previously cited under 603.1 and 605.1 was removed and replaced; it no longer has mechanical or
electrical defects. He made a statement to my plumber that the current system was “unvented,” and unacceptable, but
refused to write us a notice of violation so that we would know how to repair the same. I cannot repair the HVAC unit
cited under 603.1. or 605.1 because it is no longer there, and must know, in writing, how to repair the current violation,
if any. We require that you issue us a notice of violation for the re-inspection that occurred today so that we may have,
in writing, proper instruction for remedy.
Thanks,
Joshua and Makiba Gaines
757-389-6563
Makibam@aol.com
7486 Hughart St.
Norfolk, Va. 23505
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M Gaines
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Makiba <makibam@aol.com>
Wednesday, March 22, 2017 2:00 PM
mayor@norfolk.gov; luanne.moye@norfolk.gov; cynthia.hall@norfolk.gov;
kenneth.alexander@norfolk.gov; bernard.pishko@norfolk.gov
Grievance

Dear Mayor Alexander and Mr. Pishko,
On 03/20/2017, a codes inspector re-inspected the premises at 2410 West Ave. for violations previously cited
under 603.1 and 605.1 of the USBC/VMC. The inspector refused to issue a new notice of violation, upon reinspection, even though he was made aware that the previous violations no longer existed. He did not remove the
placard from the door. We appealed that decision to the LBBCA, and Cynthia Hall denied the appeal. Neither the
code inspector, code official, nor City Attorney are responding to any of our calls or emails. We are asking for a new
notice of violation, consistent with the March 20th re-inspection, that tells us exactly which code we are currently
violating so that we can repair it. We are highly aggrieved and believe that we are being treated unfairly by the
Cynthia Hall and some of the others she is advising.
Thanks,
Makiba and Joshua Gaines
757-389-6563
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Department of City Planning
City of Norfolk
810 Union Street, Suite 500
Norfolk, VA 23510
757-664-4770 (O)
757-620-3630 (M)
Connect with us:
www.norfolk.gov

From: Makiba [mailto:makibam@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, March 26, 2017 9:11 PM
To: Homewood, George <George.Homewood@norfolk.gov>; Johnson, Joseph <Joseph.Johnson@norfolk.gov>
Subject: Re-inspection 2410 West Ave
Hello Mr. Homewood,
I spoke to the City Attorney, Bernard Pishko, by email, and he advised that you could assist me with scheduling a reinspecton of our property at 2410 West Ave (he believes you head the entire department). The property was previously
cited for some HVAC unit defects under 603.1 and 605.1. We have since removed the unit. We have spent money on
repairs, only to later determine that the repair was insufficient. We need to know which code we are currently violating
in order to make the repair. Mr. Johnson, who is copied in this email, came to the property on the 20 th but refused to
issue a new notice of violation. Mr. Johnson stated to me that we must install an HVAC unit, but refuses to put it in
writing (even though many homes have other heating systems). We can be contacted at 757-389-6563.
Thanks,
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M Gaines
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Makiba <makibam@aol.com>
Monday, March 27, 2017 1:47 PM
'Fortner, Richard'; 'Homewood, George'
'Hall, Cynthia'; 'Rogers, James'; 'Johnson, Sherry'; 'Johnson, Joseph'; 'Newcomb, Leonard'
RE: Re-inspection 2410 West Ave

Hello,
We understand what is required for the permit (Virginia Residential Code), but we have not been provided proper
written guidance about the codes inspection (Virginia Maintenance Code). The house currently has no heating system.
Inspector Johnson stated that I need to install a new central ac/heating system, even though many other habitable
homes have alternative heating sources, but refused to provide the same in writing. Installing a vented heater will pass
the permit inspection, but I do not know if it will help to pass codes. We need a person from codes to tell us what we
can do now to pass a codes inspection.
Thanks,

From: Fortner, Richard [mailto:Richard.Fortner@norfolk.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 27, 2017 1:21 PM
To: Homewood, George <George.Homewood@norfolk.gov>; Makiba <makibam@aol.com>
Cc: Hall, Cynthia <cynthia.hall@norfolk.gov>; Rogers, James <James.Rogers@norfolk.gov>; Johnson, Sherry
<sherry.johnson@norfolk.gov>; Johnson, Joseph <Joseph.Johnson@norfolk.gov>; Newcomb, Leonard
<Leonard.Newcomb@norfolk.gov>
Subject: RE: Re-inspection 2410 West Ave
George,
Maybe I can help. Mr. Gaines obtained a homeowner’s permit for a gas space heater and gas line on March 3,
2017. They called for an inspection and my inspector disapproved it on March 20 th because an unvented space heater
cannot be used as the sole source of heat. See notes below from ePermits. With all the other issues going on, the fact
that N.D. has it in court, etc. is adding to the confusion.
Disapproved3/20/2017 10:29 AM Per International Residential Code G-2445.2 one or more unvented room heaters shall
not be used as the sole source of comfort heating in a dwelling unit.

Rick Fortner, CBO, CFM
Building Commissioner

Department of City Planning,
Building Safety Division
401 Monticello Ave, First Floor
Norfolk, VA 23510
757-664-6511 office
757-620-2667 mobile
Connect with us:
45
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M Gaines
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Hall, Cynthia <cynthia.hall@norfolk.gov>
Wednesday, March 29, 2017 11:34 AM
Makiba
Homewood, George; Pishko, Bernard; Rogers, James; Johnson, Sherry; Johnson, Joseph;
Fortner, Richard; Newcomb, Leonard
2410 West Ave.

An unvented room heater is not authorized. If you provide details on what heating system you desire to
install, other than an unvented room heater, city staff will advise you if it is an appropriate system. Permits
and inspections will need to be obtained. Thanks.
From: Johnson, Sherry
Sent: Wednesday, March 29, 2017 11:19 AM
To: Hall, Cynthia <cynthia.hall@norfolk.gov>
Subject:
The specific Virginal Maintenance code603.1 violation will be satisfied when an approved sole source heater has been
inspected approved and released under permit M17-0067
See below for corresponding Code sections.
Permit Inspection results for M17-0067 3/20/2017 for 2410 West Ave indicate International Residential Code G-2445.2
one or more unvented room heaters shall not be used as the sole source of comfort heating in a dwelling unit.
Property located at 2410 West Ave
603.1 Mechanical and Electrical requirements- Mechanical Equipment Cited in Notice 2/12/2017 states
All Mechanical appliances, fireplaces, solid fuel-burning appliances, cooking appliances and water heating appliances
shall be properly installed and maintained in a safe working condition and shall be capable of performing the intended
function
Additional Detail: Repair or replace HVAC system. Failure to have working heating system could result in the property
being placarded.

Sherry Johnson
Property Maintenance Official
Division Head for Neighborhood Quality

Department of Neighborhood Development
401 Monticello Ave
Norfolk, VA 23509
757-664-6563 | 757-376-7117 mobile
Connect with us:
www.norfolk.gov
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M Gaines
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Makiba <makibam@aol.com>
Monday, April 3, 2017 11:57 PM
Hall, Cynthia
Homewood, George; Pishko, Bernard; Rogers, James; Johnson, Sherry; Johnson, Joseph;
Fortner, Richard; Newcomb, Leonard
Re: 2410 West Ave.

Hello,
I asked the City for a re-inspection of the property at 2410 West Ave. in accordance with the USBC. My request was
denied. Instead, I was advised to provide the City with information about the heater I wanted to install. Although I
dispute the City's authority to require such an action, I will provide it because I have no other choice. The heating unit is
listed as "Williams 2001622A Enclosed Front Vented Hearth Heater - Natural Gas - High Altitude."

Thanks,
Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 29, 2017, at 11:33 AM, Hall, Cynthia <cynthia.hall@norfolk.gov> wrote:

An unvented room heater is not authorized. If you provide details on what heating system you
desire to install, other than an unvented room heater, city staff will advise you if it is an
appropriate system. Permits and inspections will need to be obtained. Thanks.
From: Johnson, Sherry
Sent: Wednesday, March 29, 2017 11:19 AM
To: Hall, Cynthia <cynthia.hall@norfolk.gov>
Subject:
The specific Virginal Maintenance code603.1 violation will be satisfied when an approved sole source
heater has been inspected approved and released under permit M17-0067
See below for corresponding Code sections.
Permit Inspection results for M17-0067 3/20/2017 for 2410 West Ave indicate International Residential
Code G-2445.2 one or more unvented room heaters shall not be used as the sole source of comfort
heating in a dwelling unit.
Property located at 2410 West Ave
603.1 Mechanical and Electrical requirements- Mechanical Equipment Cited in Notice 2/12/2017 states
All Mechanical appliances, fireplaces, solid fuel-burning appliances, cooking appliances and water
heating appliances shall be properly installed and maintained in a safe working condition and shall be
capable of performing the intended function
Additional Detail: Repair or replace HVAC system. Failure to have working heating system could result in
the property being placarded.
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M Gaines
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Makiba <makibam@aol.com>
Tuesday, April 4, 2017 12:02 AM
Hall, Cynthia
Homewood, George; Pishko, Bernard; Rogers, James; Johnson, Sherry; Johnson, Joseph;
Fortner, Richard; Newcomb, Leonard
Re: 2410 West Ave.

Subject:

Hello,
I changed my mind. Williams 35,000 BTU/hr Monterey Top-Vent Gravity Wall Furnace Natural Gas Heater with
Wall or Cabinet-Mounted Thermostat.
Thanks,
Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 3, 2017, at 11:57 PM, Makiba <makibam@aol.com> wrote:
Hello,
I asked the City for a re-inspection of the property at 2410 West Ave. in accordance with the USBC.
My request was denied. Instead, I was advised to provide the City with information about the heater I
wanted to install. Although I dispute the City's authority to require such an action, I will provide it
because I have no other choice. The heating unit is listed as "Williams 2001622A Enclosed Front

Vented Hearth Heater - Natural Gas - High Altitude."
Thanks,
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 29, 2017, at 11:33 AM, Hall, Cynthia <cynthia.hall@norfolk.gov> wrote:

An unvented room heater is not authorized. If you provide details on what
heating system you desire to install, other than an unvented room heater, city
staff will advise you if it is an appropriate system. Permits and inspections will
need to be obtained. Thanks.
From: Johnson, Sherry
Sent: Wednesday, March 29, 2017 11:19 AM
To: Hall, Cynthia <cynthia.hall@norfolk.gov>
Subject:
The specific Virginal Maintenance code603.1 violation will be satisfied when an
approved sole source heater has been inspected approved and released under permit
M17-0067
See below for corresponding Code sections.
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M Gaines
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Fortner, Richard <Richard.Fortner@norfolk.gov>
Tuesday, April 4, 2017 7:49 AM
Makiba; Hall, Cynthia
Homewood, George; Pishko, Bernard; Rogers, James; Johnson, Sherry; Johnson, Joseph;
Newcomb, Leonard
RE: 2410 West Ave.

Good morning Makiba,
Joshua has an active mechanical permit, M17-00670. When you have replaced the furnace with one that you feel meets
the code, you can request an inspection at any time. Inspections can be requested via our online portal (link below) and
will be conducted the next business day.
http://www.norfolk.gov/inspections
Best regards,

Rick Fortner, CBO, CFM
Building Commissioner

Department of City Planning,
Building Safety Division
401 Monticello Ave, First Floor
Norfolk, VA 23510
757-664-6511 office
757-620-2667 mobile
Connect with us:
www.norfolk.gov

From: Makiba [mailto:makibam@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2017 12:02 AM
To: Hall, Cynthia <cynthia.hall@norfolk.gov>
Cc: Homewood, George <George.Homewood@norfolk.gov>; Pishko, Bernard <bernard.pishko@norfolk.gov>; Rogers,
James <James.Rogers@norfolk.gov>; Johnson, Sherry <sherry.johnson@norfolk.gov>; Johnson, Joseph
<Joseph.Johnson@norfolk.gov>; Fortner, Richard <Richard.Fortner@norfolk.gov>; Newcomb, Leonard
<Leonard.Newcomb@norfolk.gov>
Subject: Re: 2410 West Ave.
Hello,
I changed my mind. Williams 35,000 BTU/hr Monterey Top-Vent Gravity Wall Furnace Natural Gas Heater with
Wall or Cabinet-Mounted Thermostat.
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M Gaines
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Makiba <makibam@aol.com>
Tuesday, April 4, 2017 8:20 AM
Fortner, Richard
Hall, Cynthia; Homewood, George; Pishko, Bernard; Rogers, James; Johnson, Sherry;
Johnson, Joseph; Newcomb, Leonard
Re: 2410 West Ave.

Hello,
I do not need an inspection with the mechanical inspector. Once again, we are very clear as to what the mechanical
inspector requires. We have no clue how to proceed in the codes inspection, because the codes are not one in the same,
and unlike the mechanical inspector, codes has refused to provide us a written document to tell us what's wrong. I'm
not going to blindly install another system.
Thanks,
Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 4, 2017, at 7:48 AM, Fortner, Richard <Richard.Fortner@norfolk.gov> wrote:
Good morning Makiba,
Joshua has an active mechanical permit, M17-00670. When you have replaced the furnace with one
that you feel meets the code, you can request an inspection at any time. Inspections can be requested
via our online portal (link below) and will be conducted the next business day.
http://www.norfolk.gov/inspections
Best regards,

Rick Fortner, CBO, CFM
Building Commissioner
<image001.jpg>
Department of City Planning,
Building Safety Division
401 Monticello Ave, First Floor
Norfolk, VA 23510
757-664-6511 office
757-620-2667 mobile
Connect with us:
www.norfolk.gov
<image002.jpg><image003.jpg><image004.jpg><image005.jpg>
From: Makiba [mailto:makibam@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 04, 2017 12:02 AM
To: Hall, Cynthia <cynthia.hall@norfolk.gov>
Cc: Homewood, George <George.Homewood@norfolk.gov>; Pishko, Bernard
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M Gaines
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Makiba <makibam@aol.com>
Friday, April 28, 2017 5:01 PM
kenneth.alexander@norfolk.gov; bernard.pishko@norfolk.gov; 'Hall, Cynthia'
margaret.kavanaugh@wtkr.com
2410 West Ave

Hello,
I have been attempting to have the placard removed at 2410 West Ave. for quite some time. Our pleas have been
unsuccessful—even though we ameliorated the problem cited on March 6th. I am now adding to my grievance and plea,
the fact that Virginia law does not require heat in any unit after May 1, and renewing my request to have the placard
removed on that date. We are continuing to incur damages as a result, and currently are not able to insure the property
because of the placard (this is particularly disturbing and potentially damaging).
(Margaret I am including you here because this is the situation my wife told you about)
Thanks,
Joshua Gaines
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M Gaines
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Stone, Mary Lou <MaryLou.Stone@norfolk.gov>
Monday, May 1, 2017 9:17 AM
Makiba
margaret.kavanaugh@wtkr.com; Muse, Adisa; Alexander, Kenneth; Pishko, Bernard; Hall,
Cynthia
RE: 2410 West Ave

Mr. Gaines,
The Mayor’s office is in receipt of your email. However, since this is pending litigation, all questions and or concerns will
need to be directed to Cynthia Hall in the City Attorney’s office.
All the best,

Mary Lou Stone
Special Assistant to the Mayor

810 Union Street, Suite 1001
Norfolk, VA 23510
757-664-4679
Connect with us:
www.norfolk.gov

From: Makiba [mailto:makibam@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 5:01 PM
To: Alexander, Kenneth <Kenneth.Alexander@norfolk.gov>; Pishko, Bernard <bernard.pishko@norfolk.gov>; Hall,
Cynthia <cynthia.hall@norfolk.gov>
Cc: margaret.kavanaugh@wtkr.com
Subject: 2410 West Ave
Hello,
I have been attempting to have the placard removed at 2410 West Ave. for quite some time. Our pleas have been
unsuccessful—even though we ameliorated the problem cited on March 6th. I am now adding to my grievance and plea,
the fact that Virginia law does not require heat in any unit after May 1, and renewing my request to have the placard
removed on that date. We are continuing to incur damages as a result, and currently are not able to insure the property
because of the placard (this is particularly disturbing and potentially damaging).
(Margaret I am including you here because this is the situation my wife told you about)
Thanks,
Joshua Gaines
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M Gaines
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Makiba <makibam@aol.com>
Friday, July 7, 2017 6:55 PM
'Fortner, Richard'; 'Hall, Cynthia'; 'Alexander, Kenneth'
'Pishko, Bernard'
RE: 2410 West Ave

Hello,
This email is in reference to 2410 West Ave. Michael and Sons, in addition to several other companies are refusing to
enter the property with the tag on the door. We have provided you written documentation of this fact previously. Additionally ,
the companies are advising that even if they were able to enter the “unsafe structure” they would likely not work on the
heating system during the summer months—we are also able to provide written documentation of this fact. We purchased
the heating system, but because we are not skilled in installation ourselves, it is impossible to install heat at the vacant
dwelling in its current state. We have called the “Team Leader” several times, as advised by Sherry Johnson, and she has
failed to return our calls. Also, Ms. Hall, please provide the status of your research on our non-suit, as the clerk stated, the
case is still active. Please be advised that we will continue to seek any and all channels of relief.
Veritably,
Makiba Gaines
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M Gaines
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Makiba <makibam@aol.com>
Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:57 PM
Fortner, Richard
Hall, Cynthia; Johnson, Sherry; Baker, Shelley H.
Re: Gaines Appeal

Mr. Fortner,
Do you also have a copy of the City's report made in accordance with Section 105.2? This appears not to be the notice
of violation. If you do not have a copy, do you know where in the City I can retrieve a copy from today?
Thank you,
Sent from my iPhone
On May 10, 2018, at 1:17 PM, Fortner, Richard <Richard.Fortner@norfolk.gov> wrote:
Dear LBBCA members and Mrs. Gaines,
Attached for your records is a copy of the original Request for Appeal.
Best regards,

Rick Fortner, CBO, CFM
Building Commissioner
<image002.jpg>
Department of City Planning,
Building Safety Division
401 Monticello Ave, First Floor
Norfolk, VA 23510
757-664-6511 office
757-620-2667 mobile
Connect with us:
www.norfolk.gov
<image004.jpg><image006.jpg><image008.jpg><image010.jpg>
<20180510084934631.pdf>
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ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS
AND WRITTEN ARGUMENTS
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VIRGINIA:

BEFORE THE
STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD (REVIEW BOARD)

IN RE:

Joshua and Makiba Gaines
Appeal No. 18-05

APPELLANT’S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES AND CORRECTIONS TO SUGGESTED
SUMMARY OF THE APPEAL
1. NO SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES OR CORRECTIONS REQUESTED.
2. CORRECTION REQUESTED: The dwelling was confirmed vacant on February 10, 2017.
Therefore, no tenant was relocated on February 15, 2017.
2.5 SUPPLEMENT REQUESTED: The Gaineses hired Michael and Sons to repair the
heating system on February 23, 2017. However, the repairman refused to enter the property due to
the notice of unsafe or unfit notice posted on the door.
3. NO SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES OR CORRECTIONS REQUESTED.
3.5 SUPPLEMENT REQUESTED: On March 6, 2017, the Gaineses removed the mechanical
appliance previously cited for violations of Sections 603.1 and 605.1 of the Virginia Maintenance
Code and requested a reinspection.
4. NO SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES OR CORRECTIONS REQUESTED.
5. NO SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES OR CORRECTIONS REQUESTED.
6. NO SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES OR CORRECTIONS REQUESTED.
7. CORRECTION REQUESTED: The Gaineses made legal arguments that case law provides
that the language included in the Virginia Maintenance Code does not require a landlord to furnish
heat absent an agreement to do so. As to the facts, the Gaineses argued that (1) there was no tenant
residing in the property when it was placarded and at the time of the hearing, (2) the heating system
was removed on March 6, 2017, thereby resolving any defect previously existing under Section
605, and that (3) the City failed to reinspect the premises.
8. NO SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES OR CORRECTIONS REQUESTED.
9. NO SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES OR CORRECTIONS REQUESTED.
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10. NO SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES OR CORRECTIONS REQUESTED.
10.5 SUPPLEMENT REQUESTED: The property maintenance official has refused to
officially reinspect the property with regard to the February 7, 2017 Notice of Violation and
Correction Notice under the Virginia Maintenance Code since the property was placarded on
February 15, 2017. See Email from M. Gaines to George Homewood, March 26, 2017, 9:11
AM.
Suggested Issue for Resolution by the Review Board
1. NO SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES OR CORRECTIONS REQUESTED.
2. NO SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES OR CORRECTIONS REQUESTED.

July 13, 2018

Respectfully Submitted,

__________/s/_______________
Makiba Gaines
Joshua Gaines
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VIRGINIA:

BEFORE THE
STATE BUILDING CODE TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD (REVIEW BOARD)

IN RE:

Joshua and Makiba Gaines
Appeal No. 18-05

I. ARGUMENT
The State Technical Review Board (“the Board”) should overturn the decision of the local
appeals board because the property maintenance official’s decision to placard the Gaineses’
property was improper for two reasons: (1) the Gaineses corrected violations of Sections 603.1
and 605.1 of the Virginia Maintenance Code (VMC) when they removed the inoperable
mechanical appliance from the property on March 6, 2017, and neither Section 603.1 nor 605.1
require correction by installing a new mechanical or electrical appliance; and (2) no condition
exists at the property that constitutes a violation of Section 105 (Unsafe or Structures Unfit for
Human Occupancy), Section 603.1 (Mechanical Appliances), or Section 605.1 (Installation of
Electrical Equipment).
II. DISCUSSION
The Gaineses’ appeal rests largely on statutory construction of regulations incorporated by
reference in Part III of the Virginia Maintenance Code. In interpreting the provisions, the Board
should apply “the plain meaning of the words [of the regulation] unless the[ words] are ambiguous
or would lead to an absurd result.” Wright v. Commonwealth, 278 Va. 754, 759 (2009). Here, not
only does the plain-language of the regulations fail to support the property maintenance official’s
unreasonable interpretations and application of the code but upholding the code official’s
interpretations would yield absurd results.
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A. The Board Should Overturn the Decision of the Local Appeals Board Because the Gaineses
Corrected Violations of Sections 603.1 And 605.1 when they Removed the Inoperable
Mechanical Appliance on March 6, 2017
1. Because the plain-language of section 603.1 unambiguously requires a property owner
to maintain his currently affixed appliances in a safe and operable condition, the
Gaineses corrected the violation when they uninstalled the inoperable appliance on
March 6, 2017
Section 603.1 promulgates a standard by which mechanical appliances, including stoves
and fireplaces, must be maintained while the appliance remains affixed to the premises. At the
time the property was placarded, Section 603.1 1 read in pertinent part, “All mechanical appliances,
fireplaces, solid fuel-burning appliances, cooking appliances and water heating appliances shall be
properly installed and maintained in a safe working condition, and shall be capable of performing
the intended function.” § 603.1. The property maintenance official interprets the provision to
impose an obligation on a property owner to furnish specific mechanical appliances in his property
rather than to merely maintain an installed mechanical appliance in a safe and operable condition.
The property maintenance official’s determination that Section 603.1 requires a property owner to
install “mechanical appliances, fireplaces, solid-fuel burning equipment, [and/or] cooking
appliances” is not supported by the plain language or logical context of the code. Because Section
603.1 only requires a property owner to maintain his installed mechanical appliances in operable
conditions, the Gaineses corrected the violation of 603.1 when they un-installed the appliance on
March 6, 2017.

1

Section 603.1, as amended by regulation published on April 30, 2018, shall now read:
Required or provided mechanical equipment, appliances, fireplaces, solid fuelburning appliances, cooking appliances, chimneys, vents, and water heating
appliances shall be maintained in compliance with the code under which the
appliances, system, or equipment was installed, kept in safe working condition, and
capable of performing the intended function.
VMC § 603.1, 13 Va. Admin. Code 5-63-540 (emphasis added).
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2.

Because Section 605.1 unambiguously requires a property owner to install and
maintain electrical equipment in a safe and operable manner, the Gaineses
corrected the violation when they uninstalled the inoperable appliance on March
6, 2017

The property maintenance also cited the Gaineses’ property with a violation of Section
605.1 2 (Electrical Equipment Installation), which, at time the violation issued, read, “All electrical
equipment, wiring and appliances shall be properly installed and maintained in a safe and approved
manner.” Id. Again, the City interprets the provision to impose an obligation on a property owner
to affix new “electrical equipment, wiring and appliances” to his property, rather than to maintain
existing equipment in an operable and safe manner. Again, the property maintenance official’s
interpretation of the provision is unreasonable. The Board should find that the provision does not
impose a requirement on a property owner to affix new equipment to his property, and
consequently, the maintenance official may not reach outside the scope of the provision to demand
the Gaineses install a new heating system under the provision. Because the text of Section 605.1
only requires a property owner to maintain his installed electrical appliances in a safe and operable
manner, the Gaineses corrected the violation of 605.1 when they uninstalled the inoperable
appliance.
3. If the Property Maintenance Official’s Interpretation and Unreasonable Application of
Sections 603.1 and 605.1 were Permitted to Stand, the Result Would Effectively Repeal
Portions of Sections 602.2 and 602.4
In imposing a requirement on property owners to install and maintain heating facilities under
Sections 603.1 and 605.1, the property maintenance official evades the exemptions from and
exceptions to the heating facility requirement promulgated at Section 602.2. In doing so, the
property maintenance official effectively repeals Section 602.2, which provides, in pertinent part:
602.2 Heat supply. Every owner and operator of a Group R-2 apartment building
or other residential dwelling who rents, leases or lets one or more dwelling unit,
rooming unit, dormitory or guestroom on terms, either expressed or implied, to
2

Section 605.1, as amended by regulation published on April 30, 3018, shall now read,
“Electrical components. Electrical equipment, wiring, and appliances shall be maintained in
accordance with the applicable building code.” § 605.1, 13 Va. Admin. Code 5-63-540.
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furnish heat to the occupants thereof shall supply heat during the period from
October 15 to May 1 to maintain a temperature of not less than 65°F (18°C) in all
habitable rooms, bathrooms, and toilet rooms.
§602.2, 13 Va. Admin. Code 5-63-540, 602.2 (Heating Facilities) (emphasis added).
Although Section 602.2 exempts all property owners from the requirement to furnish
heating facilities during the spring and summer months; the property maintenance avoids the
statutory exception by imposing the requirement under 603.1 and 605.1 where no such obligation
exists. Through an unreasonable application of Sections 603.1 and 605.1, the property maintenance
official imposes a requirement on the Gaineses to maintain heating facilities even when the
property is vacant and not under the terms of any rental agreement; such an application of the code
renders Section 602.2 and its exemptions null and void. Moreover, if the Board does not overturn
the decision of the local appeals board, property maintenance officials would be permitted to
expand the cooling facilities requirement, promulgated at Section 602.4, to require cooling
facilities in vacant structures, during exempted months, and to structures otherwise exempt from
the requirement.
The Board must overturn the decision of the local appeals board because the property
maintenance official’s interpretation of the code is unreasonable and would lead to absurd results
in the application of the code statewide.
B. The Board Should Overturn the Local Appeals Board’s Decision Because No Condition
Exists at the Property That Constitutes a Violation of Section 105 Section 603.1 or Section
605.1
As explained above, the violations cited under Sections 603.1 and 605.1 were corrected when
the Gaineses removed the inoperable appliance on March 6, 2017. Moreover, the property does
not meet the plain definition of a property “unsafe or unfit for human occupancy” as defined by
Section 105 of the Code. The code unambiguously defines a “structure unfit for human occupancy”
as:
An existing structure determined by the code official to be dangerous to the health,
safety and welfare of the occupants 3 of the structure or the public because (i) of
the degree to which the structure is in disrepair or lacks maintenance, ventilation,
illumination, sanitary or heating facilities or other essential equipment, or (ii) the
required plumbing and sanitary facilities are inoperable.
3

The Virginia Maintenance Code defines an “occupant” as “any individual living or
sleeping in a building, or having possession of a space within a building.” VMC § 202.
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13 Admin. Code 5-63-510 (emphasis added).
The plain language of the provision precludes a finding that a property is unsafe or unfit
for human occupancy unless it is “dangerous to the health, safety, and welfare” of the “occupants
of the structure” or “the public.” The property was vacant and not under the terms of any lease
agreement when it was deemed unfit for human occupancy and placarded on February 15, 2017.
Therefore, the property did not meet the statutory definition of “unfit for human occupancy” unless
it posed a threat to the health, safety, and welfare of the public. Yet, at the time, the property was
secured against entry and not open to the public when it was placarded; moreover, the Gaineses
had no plans or prospects of future tenancies.
An occupied dwelling may be deemed unfit for human occupancy when essential utilities
and not the facilities themselves are inoperable, see Clayton v. State Bldg. Code Tech. Review Bd.,
No. 1847-10-4, 2011 WL 382134, at *4 (Va. Ct. App. Feb. 8, 2011) (examining whether the
utilities were operable while determining a property’s fitness). If the property maintenance
official’s interpretation of the code were permitted to stand, the unreasonable application of
Section 105 would require property owners to not only maintain operable facilities, but to also
maintain operable utilities, including water, gas, electrical, and sewage utilities at vacant and
unoccupied properties, and such an interpretation is unreasonable.
The Board should overturn the local appeals board’s decision that the property is unfit for
human occupancy because the dwelling does not meet the statutory definition provided in Section
105, and the property is not in violation of Sections 603.1 and 605.1.
C. Moreover, the property maintenance official failed to reinspect the premises as required by
the Virginia Maintenance Code
In March of 2017, the Gaineses made some changes and repairs to the property in response
to the Notice of Violation and Correction Notice issue on February 7, 2017. The property
maintenance official continues to claim that the authority conducted official re-inspections, as the
Gaineses requested after March 20, 2017. Section 104.5.4 et seq. require a property maintenance
official to reinspect and to issue revised notices of violation and notices of correction upon reinspection and determination that previous violations of the code still exist. The property
maintenance official has not removed any violations from the February 7, 2017 notice of violation.
Accordingly, if the property maintenance official re-inspected the property after March 20, 2017,
then the authority must have copies of the new notices of violation and correction notices issued
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upon re-inspection. If the property maintenance official cannot produce copies of such notices, the
Board should determine it failed to re-inspect the property after being requested to do so on March
20, 2017.
III. CONCLUSION
The Board is charged with interpreting the provisions of the code for the uniform
application of the provisions statewide. The property maintenance official’s interpretation of the
code would lead to unreasonable and absurd results statewide. Here, because Sections 603.1 and
605.1 require proper installation and maintenance of attached appliances, the Gaineses corrected
the violations when they removed the inoperable appliance. The property maintenance official may
not demand specific correction not required by the language of the provision. If the property
maintenance official’s decision were permitted to stand, the result would effectively discard
Section 602 because it would permit an official to require what the legislature has already
exempted. The Board should overturn the decision of the local appeals board because the statewide
application of the property maintenance official’s interpretation is unreasonable and would lead to
absurd results.

July 13, 2018

Respectfully Submitted,

__________/s/_______________
Makiba Gaines
Joshua Gaines
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6/5/2018

Commonwealth of Virginia Mail - Fwd: INTERPRETATION

Luter, William <travis.luter@dhcd.virginia.gov>

Fwd: INTERPRETATION
DHCD-SBCO, rr <sbco@dhcd.virginia.gov>
To: William Luter <travis.luter@dhcd.virginia.gov>

Mon, Jun 4, 2018 at 1:00 PM

FYI from sbco box
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: William C. Yeager <yeagerwc@montgomerycountyva.gov>
Date: Mon, Jun 4, 2018 at 9:05 AM
Subject: INTERPRETATION
To: "sbco@dhcd.virginia.gov" <sbco@dhcd.virginia.gov>

The information content shown in blue script was given to me by Clark D. Mitchell, CFO, Deputy State Fire
Marshal from the Virginia Department of Fire Programs of the State Fire Marshal’s Office – Division 4,
Chilhowie Virginia. The property located at 3050 Riner Road in Montgomery County Virginia is a Farm.
In accordance with section 27-98 of the Code of Virginia, Montgomery County is a jurisdiction where
enabling legislation to enforce the SFPC has not been provided by the local government where the
provisions of enforcement of the SFPC are of the State Fire Marshal’s Office in accordance to section 104.
Of the Virginia SFPC 2012 edition.

The question that needs a interpretation.
This is a Farm Brewery where they use this building to sample/consume the beer. Are Farm brewery’s
exempt through section 102.3 (6) of the VUSBC 2012 edition? Based on the information I have found, the
use of this building for an area to sample the beer exceeds the limitations of section 102.3 (6) of the VUSBC
2012 edition, and by definition set forth in Chapter 2 for Farm Buildings and Structures of the VUSBC 2012
Edition. This place is open to the public five days a week. Farm use is not the primary function of this
structure, therefore the building needs to be in compliance for the appropriate use in accordance to the
VUSBC 2012 Edition. The Building Official interprets this structure as a NON-EXEMPT. Other Facts·

Some, not all of the grains used to manufacture the beer are grown on the farm.

·

The beer is brewed offsite and transported to the farm where it is served.

· “Farm Brewery” is not a term deemed part of a farming operation by definition in the VUSBC 2012
edtion.

Link shows video of average concert, an average size crowd most every night while open to the public
(Wednesday thru Sunday), crowd dancing in narrow space all across front of raised stage, I count six gas
heater trees around edge of and throughout crowd (they are hard to see) , I count six gas fire pits throughout
crowd in middle of room (look for very large open flames mixed within the crowd), Christmas lighting wrap
throughout roof trusses, and two very large white curtains over side sliding outside exit door from stage
facing crowd - right side of video. Brew taps are half way down right wall. Food service with Sterno pots is
usually on floor level between front dual staircases that you can see staircase in back center of video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WO1Sc5LEDSo
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Commonwealth of Virginia Mail - Fwd: INTERPRETATION

I conclude this structure is not eligible for exempt status under section 102.3 (6) of the VUSBC 2012
Edition, and relative guidelines of those exemptions in Chapter 2 DEFINITIONS of the VUSBC 2012
edition. I feel this building fits the definition of Night Club as defined in Chapter 2 of the VUSBC. Can
you provide guidance on my interpretation of this building.

Thank you!

Sincerely,

Bill Yeager
Certified Building Official
755 Roanoke Street, Suite 1D
Christiansburg, VA 24073-3173
Ph: (540) 382-5750
FAX: (540) 381-6880
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